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1. THEORETICAL PART
1.1.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT

Early school leaving is an obstacle to economic growth and employment for EU Countries. Early
school leavers are at risk of being unemployed later in life and participating less in democratic
processes.. Leaving school early deprives young people of the possibility to engage in lifelong learning
and puts them at risk of exclusion from society..
society. Young people who leave education and training
prematurely are bound to lack skills and qualifications,
qualifications, and face a higher risk of unemployment,
social exclusion and poverty. Prevention and early intervention can be strengthened through better
support for those at risk at an early age. Parental involvement and stronger cooperation in and
around schools,
hools, including with local communities and stakeholders also help. Early school leaving is
typically caused by a cumulative process of disengagement as a result of personal, social,
economic, geographical, education or family-related
family
reasons. Such reasons can be external or
internal to school processes and experiences and they are typically highly specific to the individual.
Young people who leave education and training prematurely are bound to lack skills and
qualifications, and to face serious, persistent
persiste problems on the labor market. Throughout life, the
ability to learn continuously and autonomously is listed as a prerequisite for social inclusion.
inclusion This
gives the school the task of providing students with intellectual tools, but also the beliefs and selfse
regulation skills throughout their lives. The promotion of rational and emotional abilities represents
a social and political significant value, given the conditions of high unemployment of young people
and the intensification of strict mechanisms of competition
competition between people and countries.

The partnership has been structured taking in account, within the various national contexts,
con
both of
the existing specific and differentiated needs and conditions, and of the state of art of measures –
already underway or planned/tested – that are susceptible to contribute to an operational
transnational convergence to combat the Early school
school leaving. Some of these partners realized
together the SSP project to tackle ESL and they gained work experience together. Are organizations
that have significant experience in the field of education, analysis of training needs, the connection
between school
hool and the world of work and also operate in the outer areas to schools to prevent
social conflicts, and to encourage integration. The partnership is composed by the following
organizations:
Junior Achievement Hungary – Cordinator - as a licensed franchisee
isee of Junior Achievement
Worldwide, has been running its programs in Hungary since 1993. As the member of Junior
Achievement – Young Enterprise Europe, it is one of the NGOs that is strong on both national and EU
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LIKE Project intends to develop and disseminate an innovative pedagogic method, based on the
centrality of pupils and of their emotional needs and requests, aiming to prevent and to face the
early school leaving phenomenon
nomenon.. LIKE aims to develop an unique pattern flexible enough to be
adapted to the specific contexts and conditions of the different regions and individual situations.

level. On a national level JA Hungary is the largest provider of entrepreneurship education programs
reaching the students in more than 600 primary and secondary schools every year across Hungary.
The main goal of the organisation is to promote experiential learning in all subjects, to develop
teachers
achers as coaches/ facilitators of the learning process and to supplement the classroom with
practical, hands-on
on experiential learning opportunities, bringing the outside world into the school.
ARTeS srl is a Company, that was born in 2008 and is based in Perugia, capital city of Umbria. It deals
with research, consultancy, as well as planning, projecting and realization of all step-chain
step
of
professional education. Since 2009 Artes is an accredited entity
entity for the professional education in the
Umbrian Region. The Company collaborates with trade unions and business associations and it has
carried out important research work for interprofessional funds (EBIT, EBIPRO), bilateral agencies
(FORTE, FONTER, etc) and public research institutes (ISFOL).
TUCEP - Tiber Umbria Comett Education Programme, is a non-governmental
governmental association, based in
Perugia, Italy. Eleven Italian Universities and Enterprises associated to form Tucep, in 1992 under a
former Comett project.. The main activity of TUCEP is the organization and the management of
training courses at national and European levels. Since 2003 it has been accredited by the Umbria
Region to provide higher, lifelong training activities. Its mission is: analyze training
trainin needs and
translate them in effective solutions and to plan solutions both for entrepreneurial and academic
world, and for youth and workers.
TATICS GROUP S.P.A Human Evolution, is a Company that has several offices in Umbria, Lazio,
Campania and Calabriaa regions. It deals with design and provision of consultancy services to
companies and local marketing, communication services, design and events and services for
continuous and higher education. TATICS spends expertise in managing, coordinating and monitoring
monito
EU projects.
ITPIO is a Bulgarian, private, no--governmental organization with the status of Association. It based in
Sofia and its main activities consist of consulting (of local, regional and national authorities), scientific
research, vocational educational
cational training.
WYŻSZA SZKOŁA BIZNESU I NAUK O ZDROWIU (WSBINOZ) is one of the first non-public
non
higher
education institutions in central Poland. It is based in the city of Lodz, and offers health-allied
health
studies
as well as business and pedagogy faculties.
faculties. It conducts numerous researches and educational
projects and it deals with higher education institution (tertiary level).

AEVA - ASSOCIACAO PARA A EDUCACAO EVALORIZACAO DA REGIAO DE AVEIRO based in Portugal,
was founded in 1998 as a non-profit
profit organization. Actually, it is the present owner of EPA – Escola
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ASOCIACION CULTURAL EUROACCION MURCIA is a non-governmental,
governmental, independent organization
based in Spain and its activities are mainly focused
focused on the educational field, well oriented to personal
and / or professional development. It has been actively working since 2002 in the following areas of
work: social inclusion and volunteering programs,
programs, (immigrants, inmates, gypsies ...),education in
human rights (EDH), training of trainers in the field of Youth, group dynamics, management and
implementation of European Projects.

Profissional de Aveiro – VET School of Aveiro which started in 1992. The school offers educational
and training courses, for youngsters older than 15, giving equivalence to the 9th grade and
professional courses, giving equivalence to the 12th grade, and courses for adults who have not
achieved compulsory education, too.
The Regional Inspectorate of Education (RIE), based in Bulgaria, is the territorial administration of
the Ministry of Education
ion and Science for the management and control of the public education
system. It creates conditions for full implementation of the state policy of education in Pernik region
and participates in the development of strategies and programs in the field of secondary
se
education.
RIE supports educational institutions – kindergartens, schools, and school units by performing
organizational, informational, training functions and coordination.

Aims
ims and goals, rationale for the project
The European school systems are placed at the center of social and economic growth, and issues
such as early school leaving, completion of upper secondary and key skills should be the subject of
legislation and implementation of plans of educational policies aimed at avoiding the social and
economic marginalization of a significant proportion of young people.
LIKE - LIfe sKills for improving primary school Environment project intends to plan and develop
specific experimental actions to prevent and reduce the school drop-out
drop out through the realisation of
training, evaluation and school activities focused on life skills.
The project partnership, intends to experiment the introduction, into the training curricula, of " life
skills " as an independent content, based on a new element in the world of education, “the
emotional dimension of the curriculum”; establishing a model for the update, the qualification and
the permanent training of educators.
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LIKE Project is based on the Communication From The Commission To The European Parliament, The
Council,
cil, The European Economic And Social Committee And The Committee Of The Regions
“Tackling early school leaving: A key contribution to the Europe 2020 Agenda”.
Agenda” The transnational
dimension of LIKE project aims to intervene in tackling early school leaving in
in an overall inclusive
learner-centred
centred vision of education, in which high quality education is accessible to all. The project
intends to develop and disseminate an innovative pedagogic method, based on the centrality of
pupils and of their emotional needs and requests, aiming to prevent and/or to face the early
school leaving phenomenon. The aim is to develop an unique pattern flexible enough to be adapted
to the specific contexts and conditions of the different regions and individual situations.
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1.2.

AIMS AND
ND OBJECTIVES OF THE MANUAL

1.2.1. What are the aims of the publication
Education and training systems often do not provide sufficient targeted support for pupils to cope
with emotional, social or educational difficulties and to remain in education and training. Responding
to the different learning styles of pupils and addressing
addressing the variable needs of mixed ability groups of
students is an essential challenge for education.
On the basis of these considerations, LIKE Project developed an innovative pedagogic method, based
on the centrality of pupils and of their emotional needs and requests, aiming to prevent and/or to
face the early school leaving phenomenon.
The pedagogic model was developed in relation with the following needs:
- taking into the account the pupils’ emotional dimension, with particular regard to pupils at risk
ri of
dropping out;
- increasing the awareness of boys and girls on their talents, to make them protagonists of their lives
and active creators of their future;
- making school not only an educational environment, but also a life environment, a community in
i
which pupils could share with mates and teachers their problems and needs.
The pedagogical model was developed as follows:
- identification of specific emotional skills to be transfer to pupils within the scholastic curricula;
- in relation to the identified skills, identification and description of contents, tools and methods to
teach these skills to pupils (didactic contents, didactic materials – both traditional and ICT based,
innovative and participative methods, such as peer learning, informal learning, mentoring,
counselling) in collaboration with teachers of schools selected.
The aim is to develop an unique pattern flexible enough to be adapted to the specific context and
conditions of the different regions, schools and individual situations.
The goal is also to provide broad support in the development of life skills and emotional
development of students, which takes into account both pupils, their teachers and their parents. A
wide range of tools will allow to develop a full supporting path for students, especially those at risk.

All activities were placed in the table and categorized by individual
individual areas, e.g. Planning skills;
Changing habits of thinking, changing beliefs; Motivation to act (e.x. learning); Emotional intelligence,
The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the
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1.2.2. How to use the Manual
The manual is a selection of activities that support the overall development of students, with special
emphasis on supporting the development of competencies and life skills and emotional
development.
lopment. We hope that the prepared proposal of activities will allow both to achieve the goal,
but also give pupils and teachers a chance for an interesting form of activities and good fun.

empathy; Organizational skills; Entrepreneurship; Ability to relax and rest; Assertiveness; Coping with
stress; Conflicts
nflicts management; Effective learning; Interpersonal communication; Creativity and
creative thinking; Teamwork; Independent and critical thinking; Personal culture. Just look in the
table to choose the appropriate area and go to the described activity. Some
Some activities develop more
than just one life skill.
We recommend active participation of teachers in the proposed activities, at least in some part of
them. Certainly it favours better group building and deepening the teacher-student
teacher student relationship.
Especially
ally the participation of the teacher in introductory activities, warm-up
warm up is natural. Sometimes,
when working with such a young group of participants, it is worth for the teacher to model, to show
the proposal how to implement the activity. However, it is necessary to pay attention and remember
the necessity of constant observation of the students by the teacher. Observation is a key element
for further work - on the basis of it, the teacher can build further work with the group. The
observation of group processes
ocesses that take place between students is also of key importance.
For the proper implementation of activities it is necessary to provide appropriate conditions, e.g. a
spacious room for exercising, plastic materials for exercises related to painting, etc.
et In each activity,
the materials and resources necessary to carry out a given task have been defined. All additional
materials needed for the implementation of exercises such as photos, work cards, etc. can be found
in the appendices to the manual.
The manual includes exercises aimed primarily at pupils, but in the following parts there are also
tasks for teachers and parents whose aim is to support pupils in their emotional development and
development of their life skills.
Basic rules in the implementation
tion of activities:
activities

9

 Ensure safe working conditions (e.g. proper preparation of the room);
 Treat activities as a safe space for own (pupils’) development;
 The more you get involved, the more you gain - the active action is the key to
success!
 Tolerance - We are all equal - everyone has the right to their own opinion, share
their ideas;
 Mindfulness for the other person - everyone in the group is important!
 Mutual respect;
 We listen to each other;
 We do not judge each other;
 We do not criticize each other;
Before starting classes in a group of students, it is possible to propose the introduction of
the above-mentioned
mentioned rules and / or to supplement them with other necessary ones due
to the special needs of the group.
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1.2.3. Life skills which should be developed starting
starting from early childhood
In recent years, the world is looking for a common ground for a variety of activities on prevention
and health promotion of children and young people and ways to integrate scattered activities
undertaken by various organizations and
and institutions. One of the proposals is disseminated by the
World Health Organization (WHO), approach focusing on developing life skills.
skills 1
Formation of life skills is to create such an environment in which young people can acquire
knowledge and skills and develop appropriate attitudes for building and developing a healthy
lifestyle. Life skills is the ability to adaptation and positive behavior that enable the individual to
effectively dealing with the challenges of everyday life. In particular, life skills
skill are psychosocial
competencies and interpersonal skills that help people make the right decisions, solve problems,
think critically and creatively, communicate effectively, build healthy relationships, identify with
others, cope and manage their lives in a healthy and effective manner. Life skills may relate to the
activities of individuals, actions of groups of individuals and activities on the surrounding
environment to become more friendly to health. Health is a state of complete physical, mental and
social well-being.2
What are life skills?? The term is defined differently. According to WHO, these skills allow a human
being positive behavior adaptation, so that he/she can effectively deal with the tasks (requirements)
and the challenges of everyday life.
life. This term refers to the psychosocial skills (competencies). It does
not include skills in the "physical" side of human functioning and professional skills and earn a living
that complement the life skills. It distinguishes the skill from the characteristics
characteristics (properties) of man.
The characteristics include, for example self-esteem,
self esteem, responsibility, honesty. These features can be
developed or strengthened in the process of acquiring life skills.
skills 3
The types of life skills4
Types of human skills needed to well-functioning
wel functioning in life and hierarchy of importance depends on
many demographic, social and cultural factors. From the point of view of health promotion and
primary prevention WHO distinguishes two groups of skills:
Basic skills for everyday life for a good mood, interpersonal relationships and behavior conducive to
health. These include the ten skills, combined into 5 categories contain many "specific" skills:
skills

Woynarowska Barbara, Umiejętności życiowe,
życiowe Warszawa, source on-line
http://www.google.pl/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&ved=0CCsQFjACahUKEwiUo_CSucHHAh
http://www.google.pl/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd
=3&ved=0CCsQFjACahUKEwiUo_CSucHHAh
Vjw3IKHcSoBoI&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lider.szs.pl%2Fbiblioteka%2Fdownload.php%3Fplik_id%3D1031%26
f%3Dartykul_1031.doc&ei=TOnaVZTNIOOGywPE0ZqQCA&usg=AFQjCNFfoKY5tWKLWS74igQWY_p71xHOFg
f%3Dartykul_1031.doc&ei=TOnaVZTNIOOGywPE0ZqQCA&usg=AFQjCNFfoKY5tWKLWS74igQWY_p71xHOFg,
avaialble on 18.07.2018
2
V.Todorovska-Sokolovska, Umiejętności życiowe – ważny komponent szkoły przyjaznej dziecku,
dziecku ORE, source
on-line https://bezpiecznaszkola.men.gov.pl/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/...
https://bezpiecznaszkola.men.gov.pl/wp
, available on 18.07.2019
3
Barbara Woynarowska, Kształtowanie umiejętności,
umiejętności source on-line
http://www.psychologia.edu.pl/czytelnia/50
http://www.psychologia.edu.pl/czytelnia/50-artykuly/155-ksztaltowanie-umiejetnosci.html
umiejetnosci.html , available on
18.07.2018
4
After: Barbara Woynarowska, Kształtowanie umiejętności,
umiejętności source on-line
http://www.psychologia.edu.pl/czytelnia/50
http://www.psychologia.edu.pl/czytelnia/50-artykuly/155-ksztaltowanie-umiejetnosci.html
umiejetnosci.html , available on
18.07.2018
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•

Making decisions and solving problems (including the search for alternatives, risk
assessment, obtain
ain information and evaluation, assessing the consequences of actions and
behaviors, putting their goals, etc.).
• Creative thinking and critical thinking.
• Effective communication and maintaining good interpersonal relationships (ie. active
listening, giving and receiving feedback, communicating verbal and nonverbal assertiveness,
negotiating skills, conflict resolution, cooperation, teamwork).
• Self-awareness
awareness and empathy (eg. self-esteem,
self esteem, identification of their own strengths and
weaknesses, positive thinking,
thinking building self-image
image and one's own body, self-education).
self
• Dealing with emotions and managing stress (including self-control,
self control, coping with pressure,
fear, difficult situations, seek help, time management).
Specific skills,, in order to deal with risks such as:
as: assertive denying drug use, making sexual relations,
participation in acts of violence, vandalism, etc. They are developed in conjunction with the above
basic skills.
Among life skills, which are particularly worth developing from an early age, we distinguish:
dist
Planning skills

Changing habits of thinking, changing beliefs

Motivation to act (e.x. learning)

Emotional intelligence, empathy

Organizational skills

Entrepreneurship

Ability to relax and rest

Assertiveness

Coping with stress

Conflicts management

Effective learning

Interpersonal communication

Creativity and creative thinking

Teamwork

Independent and critical thinking

Personal culture

11

Please note that probably particular activities may affect on several skills, e.x. ability to relax will be
combined with coping with stress or interpersonal communication can go with teamwork and
personal culture.
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1.3.

PROBLEM OF ESL IN THE PARTNER COUNTRIES

1.3.1. The situation of early school leaving in the European Union. Five
countries, five cases.
The share of early drop-outs
outs from education (aged 18-24)
18
– generally referred to as 'early school
leavers' – has consistently decreased in the European Union (EU) over past years, from 17.0% in 2002
to 10.7% in 2016. It can be stipulated that fewer young women
women (9.2% in 2016) leave education and
training early than young men (12.2%). The Europe 2020 target is that the rates of early school
leaving (ESL) in the EU will decrease to below 10% by 2020. In Figure 1, the rates of ESL are indicated
along with the Europe
urope 2020 target set by the particular country.
As far as Spain is concerned, the most recent data indicate that ESL fell under a psychological level of
20% for the first time ever since such data were collected. It must be noted, however, that it is still
sti a
long distance away from the European average of 11,1% and a 15% target that has been envisioned
by the EU for 2020 but it is a reassuring piece of data that entitles the Spanish decision-makers
decision
to be
confident.
As far as Italy is regarded, similar to Spain, a high rate of ESL is characteristic of its education.
However, it can be pointed out that commencing from depressing figure, Italy has already achieved
the EU2020 target that was 16% and the rate of ESL has been decreasing ever since. Now they stand
stan
at 14% and the number are consistently improving.
With a view to Portugal, another country that has had to face a serious rate of ESL, higher than the
EU rate, but not as bad as that of Italy and Spain, they are on their way of achieving the target at
10%;
%; however, a lot needs to be improved in the coming two years as they are currently at the same
level as Italy with 14%. Portugal was one of the countries that reduced the most its early school
leaving rate within the last decade. Data from Eurostat (2016)
(2016) demonstrates that the ESL rate on
education and training has been dropping since ten years ago, and reaching 13.7% in 2015, 24.6
percentage points lower than in 2005, but still higher than the target for Europe Strategy 2020 (10%).

As regards Poland, ESL in Poland was 5.3% in 2009 and have slightly increased to 5.6% in 2013. It is
below the Europe 2020 headline target of 10% (Eurostat, 2016). However, Poland
Polan has set up a
national target of reducing the ESL to 4.5 % by 2020. Among the analyzed countries, the most
favorable situation is in Poland but it must be pointed out that the national target has not been
achieved yet.
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As concerns Bulgaria, their current figures are very similar to that of Italy and Portugal. The rate of
ESL is 14% and their set target is 11%. According to the report of the European Commission (2017)
contrary to the general tendency in the EU, the proportion of early school leavers
leavers (aged 18-24)
18
is
rising since it is now exactly at13.8 % in 2016 in comparison to the EU average of 10.7 %. In this
context, reaching the national Europe 2020 target of 11 % will be difficult. The report affirms that ESL
is very low in cities (2.8 %)) but increases to 15.8 % in towns and suburbs and to 30.3 % in rural areas.

1.3.2. A closer look at the situation of early school leaving in Hungary. Statistics
and an overview
Hungary, joining the Europe 2020 strategy, has taken upon itself that until 2020 it will cut down on
the number of 18-24-year-old
old drop-out
drop out students to ten percent. In 2017, according to Eurostat, the
early drop-out
out rate in Hungary dropped from 11,6% to 10,85%.
10,85%. There are enormous differences
among regions as detailed below.
Part of the strategy focusing on the prevention of early dropping out of school is childhood
prevention in which a key role is played by obligatory kindergarten attendance and the improvement
improve
of local cooperation. An important part of the latter is the relationship between social, family care,
health care, vocational, adult training, church, cultural and sports organizations but among the most
important tasks one find the identification and
and development of institutions affected by early
dropping out of school.
There are numerous reasons listed as to why students drop out of school at an early stage in
Hungary. First of all, institutional factors must be taken into account: the school atmosphere,
atmosph
the
internal-external
external network of the school, the pedagogical concept and its coherence. According to
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Figure 1. Early leavers from education and training in the EU Member States
Source:
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/products
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/products-eurostat-news/-/EDN-20170908-1?inheritRedirect=true
1?inheritRedirect=true

Selmeczi (2017), the early drop--out
out rate is lower in schools that is less bureaucratic and hierarchical
and in which the atmosphere is more pleasant, the teacher-student
student relationship is good and the
family-school
school relationship is sufficiently good. Besides institutional factors, personal factors must also
be taken into account that can be divided into assessable factors and behavioral factors (Seleczi,
2017).
017). The assessable factors are the following: family background, the highest level of education
achieved by the parents, missing from school, failing in studies, previous school road (changing of
school), worsening GPA and native language and mathematical
mathematical skills. The behavioral factors are the
following: boredom during classes, low rate of motivation, problems in learning and behavior,
aggression, depression, aloofness, and passivity. Selemczi (2017) also lists the following four factors
amongst the behavioral
ioral ones: low parental expectations, parental negligence and carelessness, and
being dissociated from the class.
According to the most recent research of the Hungarian Office of Education (OE), as many as 82,000
children studying in public education are exposed to the risk of dropping out of school. The concept
of being endangered of dropping out is defined as follows: a student’s GPA has not reached ’average’
in the past semester and their GPA has dropped by 1,1 grade. This figure has been taken into account
acc
by the OE since the beginning of the 2016/17 school year. It must be pointed out that there is a
tendency in the EU that the rate of drop-out
drop out students is continuously decreasing. However, there is
an interesting phenomenon that the drop-out
drop
rate in Hungary
ngary was decreasing from 2005 till 2010
then a slight increase took place (Figure 1). The above-mentioned
above mentioned figure stands for the 11% of the
students; however in certain regions more students are affected whereas in some other parts of the
country this does not seem to be a big problem. The areas at the most risk are Nógrád, Szabolcs and
Borsod County. In these counties 17-19%
17 19% of the students are at risk of dropping out.

out rates in the EU28 and Hungary
Figure 1. The tendency of drop-out
The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the
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At the moment Hungary stand at 11 percent; however it is still not a success story especially when
one considers the relatively high level of inequalities of opportunities in Hungary. As it can be seen
on Figure 1 there is a slight tendency towards a decrease
decrease in early school leaving; however a lot of
efforts still need to be taken to prevent children from dropping out.
In case we take into account the different levels of education, one may afform that the students of
vocational schools are at the highest risk.
risk. These schools are maintained under the auspices of
educational centers where students may take a vocational exam after three years then in the
framework of optional two-year
year course they may take their final exam. All in all, 21% of students at
vocational
nal schools are at risk of dropping out in Hungary. To cast a sharper focus on the problem, in
counties such as Szabolcs and Zala, this ratio is even more serious; it is 30 percent. Thus, it can be
concluded that a lot ought to be done in Hungary in terms of preventing students’ dropping out in
some parts of the country.
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Socio-economic status
• Low socio-economic status of parents
• Low level of parents' education (especially
mothers)
• Unemployment of parents
• Low income of parents
• Instability and family lifestyle
• Incomplete1.
families
• Bad living conditions
2.
• Problems with the mental and physical health of
3.
parents
• Neglect of parents (parents fail to care for
4.
children)
• Dysfunctional
5.family (pathology in the family,
violence against children)
6.
• Alcoholism of parents
• Parent's life7.
awkwardness
• Lack of specialistic care

8.

Gender
On average, 6 of 10
children in EU-28
whose parents have
a low level of
education are at risk
of poverty and social
exclusion and,
consequently, risk of
leaving school.

Migrant families and ethnic
minorities
• Failure to attend early childhood education
and care facilities
• Difficulty in accessing high quality education
• No support from parents
• Language barriers
• Cultural barriers
• Different cultural patterns of other nations
• Minority status
• Fear of assimilation

Girls have a visible
advantage over boys
in reading. In
contrast, boys
generally have better
results in
mathematics and
exact sciences than
girls.

• In almost all countries the
number of early school
leavers - boys is higher than
the number of girls.
girls
• It is considered that boys
are more likely to have
greater difficulties than girls
in adapting to the school
environment.

Accor
According to a study in Hungary (Kertesi & Kézd, 2010),
about 50% of the Roma population ends upper
secondary school.

Early education
and care
The use of high-quality early childhood
education and care impacts on the
success of the child's future education.
Participation in early childhood
education and care from an early age
can be helpful, for example in the
development of language skills of
immigrant children, increases the
likelihood of achieving good results in
learning, reduces the risk of social
exclusion.

The most significant reason for Roma children’s dropping
out of school is their socio-economic
economic background (Fónai,
2009)

Factors related to family, gender, migration and socio - economic status

2.
Factors related to the education system
3.
Going to upper secondary
Socio-economic
economic
school
segregation of schools
4.
Early division of students into groups
5.
according to their academic capacity
Failure in passing to the next
class

Repetition of the year is perceived by students as
an extremely stressful life event that negatively
affects their self-esteem and thus increases the
sense of failure

6.
Too early division of students has a strong negative impact
on students who have been directed to a path that does
not match their potential and / or aspirations.
This division seems to increase differences in students’

School systems that have a high level
of segregation have worse results in
terms
rms of educational achievements.
More behavioral problems occur in
schools, where a large number of
students from socially and
economically disfavored families are
concentrated.

Too traditional teaching style.

Education programs do not support students
with learning disabilities and do not respond to
the needs of the labour market.
Lack of flexibility in the transition between
compulsory and optional education.
Difficulties in passing between individual paths
(academic, technical and professional).

Factors related to the student
• Low level of self-esteem
self
• Problem behaviours
• Poor learning results
• Difficulties in learning, school failures, less able children, lack of knowledge
• Reluctance to school and learning
• Fear of school
• Truancy
• The collapse of authorities, new lifestyle, consumption, bad patterns in the media
• Bad influence of informal groups (subcultures,
(subcult
colleagues, bad company)
• Conflicts with peers, lack of acceptance by the group
• Juvenile delinquency, going down the wrong path, collisions with the law
• Taking up work/job by students, willingness to earn money
• Low level of aspiration, loss of faith in the sense of learning, underestimation of
education
• Drug abuse
• Alcoholism
• Addictions (general)
• Health reasons - a difficult health situation
• Disability
• Disorders of students' personality
• Premature pregnancy
pregn
• Escape from home
• Far from school, the problem of commuting
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1.4.Warning signals of dropping out of school
Risk factors

1.5. EMOTIONAL AND MENTAL DEVELOPMENT OF CHILDREN AT AGE OF 6-10
6
1.5.1. Child Development Theories: a background and the ESL phenomenon
The study of cognitive development, especially in school-age
school age children, has been one of the central focuses
of developmental research over the last 25 years5. There is an enormous research literature, with
thousands of studies investigating cognitive change from scores of specific references.
The general orientations or investigations of cognitive development
development are similar for all age groups-infancy,
groups
childhood, and adulthood. The vast majority of investigations, however, involve children of school age and
for those children a number of specific issues arise, including in particular the relationship between
schooling and cognitive development.
Some of the major theories of child development are known as grand theories; they attempt to describe
every aspect of development, often using a stage approach. Others are known as mini-theories;
mini
they
instead focus onlyy on a fairly limited aspect of development such as cognitive or social growth.
There is significant body of research evidence to show that many students who drop out of education show
‘distress signals’ for months, if not years. Young people give such signals
signals at school and /or outside school.
Students with more than one signal tend to demonstrate an even higher probability of dropping out. Such
‘distress signals’, typically known as ‘early warning signals’, are regarded as first signs indicating that
students
ents may be struggling with their studies, motivation or home life or are facing personal, social or
emotional challenges that require attention.
There is also a significant (and still growing) consensus on this among policy makers. In fact, systems,
activities
vities and programs developed with the purpose of defining and helping teachers (and others working
with young people) to identify and act upon different distress signals ESL risk factors are often referred to
as ‘early warning systems’ (EWSs).
Experience in countries were EWSs have been in place for some time has proven to produce good results
when the EWS are accompanied by a clear and timely system of support for students identified as being at
risk of leaving school early.
In order to play their role in
n ESL prevention effectively the schools should develop and implement an
internal EWS as a part of the school monitoring and management system. Such system ensures collection of
information necessary for in-time
time identification of potential risk of dropping out of students and planning of
adequate measures for limiting and overcoming the risk at school level and through joint actions with
parents and professionals from other relevant institutions, when needed, in the identified particular
situations.

1.5.1.1. Psychoanalytic Child Development Theories
The psychoanalytic theories of child development tend to focus on the unconscious, and forming the ego.
The two primary psychoanalytic theories of development are Sigmund Freud’s theory of psychosexual
development and Erik Erikson psychosocial theory of development.

W. Andrew Collins, “Development During Middle Childhood: The Years from Six to Twelve”, Washington DC, National
Academy Press, 1984
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5

The theories proposed by Sigmund Freud stressed the importance of childhood events and experiences, but
almost exclusively focused on mental disorders rather that normal functioning. Freud believed
be
that children
progress through a series of psychosexual stages. During each stage, the libido’s energy becomes centered
on a particular area of the body.
Conflicts associated with stage must be successfully resolved in order to develop a healthy adult
adu
personality.
According to Freud, personality is largely set in stone by the age of five.
He assigned to the years between ages 5 or 6 and adolescence the vital tasks of skill development and the
consolidation of psychosexual achievements from earlier periods.
periods. While some other child development
theories suggest that personality continues to change and grow over the entire lifetime, Freud believed
that it was early experiences that played the greatest role in shaping development.
Erik Erikson was influenced
ced by Freud’s work, but his own child development theories focused on the
importance of social experiences in shaping a child’s psychological growth.
Like Freud’s theory, Erikson’s theory of psychosocial development lays out a series of stages but unlike
Freud’s theory, his theory covers development for the entire lifespan. Freud believed that development
was largely complete by age 5, while Erikson believed
believed that people continue to develop and grow well into
old age. His eight-stage
stage theory of human development described this process from infancy through death.
The fourth stage, the psychosocial crisis, involving industry vs. inferiority, occurs during childhood
ch
between
the ages of five and twelve. Children are at the stage where they will be learning to read and write, to do
sums, to do things on their own. Teachers begin to play an important role in the child’s life as they teach
the child specific skills.
s. Children now feel the need to win approval by demonstrating specific competencies
that are valued by society and begin to develop a sense of pride in their accomplishments.

1.5.1.2. Behavioral Child Development Theories

6

Kendra Cherry (September 18, 2017),
), “5 Important Child Development Theories”, (online)
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Behavioral child development theories
eories center on how children learn through their interactions with the
environment. Learning and development are the result of associations, rewards, and punishments6.
Two important behavioral processes that influence development are classical conditioning
conditionin and operant
conditioning. Classical conditioning involves forming an association between a previously neutral stimulus
and a stimulus that naturally and automatically produces a response. After an association has been formed,
the once neutral stimulus now
w produces the response all in its own.
Operant conditioning involves learning as a result of reinforcement or punishment. The consequences of a
behavior determine how likely it is for that behavior to occur again in the future. When a behavior is
reinforced,
ed, or strengthened, then it is more likely that the behavior will occur again in the future. When a
behavior is punished, or weakened, then it is less likely to occur again in the future.

1.5.1.3. Cognitive Child Development Theories
One of the best-known
own cognitive theories is Jean Piaget’s theory7.
Theorist Jean Piaget suggested that children think differently than adults and proposed a stage theory of
cognitive development. He was the first to note that children play an active role in gaining knowledge
knowledg of
the world and he concluded that the way that children think is fundamentally different from that of adults.
According to his theory, children can be thought of as “little scientists” who actively construct their
knowledge and understanding of the world.
world. His cognitive theory quickly became one of the most influence
child development theories. His approach focuses on four distinct stages that kids go through as they
progress from birth to adulthood. The Concrete Operational Stage, which takes place between
betw
age 7 and
11, involves the emergence of more logical thought. Children begin thinking logically about concrete
events, but have difficulty understanding abstract or hypothetical concepts.

1.5.1.4. Social Learning Theories of Child Development
Social theories
heories of child development tend to focus on the role that parents, caregivers, peers and other
social influences impact on development. Some focus on how early attachment influence development,
while others are centered on how children learn by observing people around them. A few examples of
these social theories of child development include attachment theory, social learning theory, and sociosocio
8
cultural theory .
According to social learning theory, behaviors can also be learned through observation and modeling. By
observing the actions of others, including parents and peers, children develop new skills and acquire new
information.
Bandura’s child development theory
theory suggests that observation plays a critical role in learning, but this
observation does not necessarily need to take the form of watching a live model. Instead, kids can also
learn by listening to verbal instructions about how to perform a behavior as well
we as through observing
either real or fictional characters display behaviors in books or films.

1.5.1.5. Final Thoughts on Theories of Child Development
These theories represent just a few of the different ways of thinking about child development. Each of
these child development theories has helped add to our understanding of how children grow, think, learn,
and change over the years from birth until adulthood. In reality, fully understanding how children change
and grow requires looking at many different
different factors that influence physical and psychological growth.
Genes, the environment, and the interactions between these two forces determine how kids grow
physically as well as mentally.

Piaget, J., & Cook, M. T., “The origins of intelligence in children”, New York, NY: International University Press. 1952

8

Kendra Cherry | Reviewed by Steven Gans, MD (Updated December 04, 2017), “Child Development Theories and
Examples. Some Key Ideas About How Children Grow and Develop” (online)
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1.5.2. Emotional development
For the development of concrete operations
operati
at age 6-7,
7, a number of emotional changes have been
suggested by Freud and others. At this point, children appear to develop a clearclear-cut conscience, with an
9
accompanying surge in guilt . They develop the capacity for social comparison, so they can compare
comp
and
10
contrast their own behavior with that of other people . Presumably, this capacity can lead to a surge in
both anxiety and pride about one's relative social standing. One component of this new ability for social
comparison may also be a spurt in identification
identification with parents and other significant adults, since
identification requires the comparison of self with the adult. Any change in how children understand
themselves is likely to have emotional implications.
Formal operations and the ability to understand single abstractions emerge at age 10-12
10
with serious
emotional consequences. The confusion and turmoil of early adolescence may result in part from this new
capacity11. With formal operations, children can construct new, general concepts about themselves
th
and
other people, but they remain unable to compare one such abstraction with another. Consequently, they
have difficulty thinking clearly about abstract concepts.
When the concept of Emotional Intelligence became popular also in Europe many pedagogues started to
consider the personal and emotional side of the students. Many innovative educational projects focus on
the emotional side of children’s human growth but this
this approach is not as yet present in everyday teaching.
Every topic can contribute to the development of a more effective emotional awareness but the emotional
side of our students can also contribute to make the topic more attractive and teaching less impersonal.
im
Generally, American authors see a strong relationship between emotional awareness and the ability to
perform better and more efficiently. Social skills are considered fundamental to achieve a successful
working life. This approach is nowadays very
very popular and many enterprises use it to obtain more efficient
results.
Emotions are a stimulus to achieve more efficient and more modern way of learning. Schools have the task
to provide the students with social skills. Developing social and emotional skills
skills can also give a very relevant
contribution in preventing the early school leaving.

1.5.3. Social development. Schools and formal program
Social development concerns the way children interact with others, and therefore the patterns of behavior,
feelings,
s, attitudes and concepts manifested by children in relation to other people and the way in which
these different aspects vary during growth12. The key social event that divides middle childhood from the
9

W. Andrew Collins, “Development
lopment During Middle Childhood: The Years from Six to Twelve”, cit
Ruble, D. N., “The development of social comparison processes and their role in achievement-related
achievement
selfsocialization”, in E. T. Hig- SOCIAL COMPARISON 247 gins, D. N. Ruble, & W. W. Hartup
Hartup (Eds.), Socialcognition
antisocial development: A sociocultural perspective (pp. 134-157),
134 157), Cambridge, England (1983). Cambridge University
Press
11
Inhelder, B. & Piaget, J., “The Growth of Logical Thinking from Childhood to Adolescence”. London: Routledge
Routl
and
Kegan Paul. 1958.
12
Schaffer, “H.R. Social Development”. Oxford: Blackwell, 1996.
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Jacquelynne S. Eccles, (Fall 1999), “The Development of children Ages 6 to 14”, in The Future of Children WHEN
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preschool period is children’s entry into elementary school, where children are required a rather high level
of social competence so that they can fit into the school environment and deepen friendships with their
peer. This event coincides for many with participation in other formal organizations and programs
program outside
of the family. As children enter school and join programs, they experience both increased individual
freedom and heightened demands that they control their behavior. On the one hand, they are allowed to
move about more freely, for instance, to ride
ride bicycles to school, or take the bus alone to and from school or
activities. On the other hand, parents, teachers, and other adults put increasing pressure on children to be
“good,” to show respect for adults, and to cooperate with their peers. In school,
school, in particular, children are
expected to control themselves, cultivating good “work habits,” sitting quietly for long periods of time, and
complying with rules and expectations for personal conduct that are set by adults. Schools and many afterafter
school and summer programs tend to be age-segregated;
age segregated; that is, children of a certain age are grouped
together. In such groups, the differences among the children in the group are fairly narrow, especially when
contrasted with the differences among family members whose
whose ages vary widely. The homogeneity of the
school class or peer group focuses children’s attention on individual strengths and liabilities, and on
differences in personality or social skill. These experiences tend to focus on skills (intellectual, athletic,
athleti
artistic, etc.) and tend to make a child’s success and failure relatively public. The performance of an
elementary school student is systematically evaluated against preset standards of excellence, progress, and
acceptable style; and children earn status
status in school depending on their performance. They also experience
failure and frustration, especially if they are less skilled than their peers. Growing up in their families,
children observe that older individuals are usually more competent and may conclude
conclud that they, too, will
become more proficient over time. Afterschool programs that mix children of different ages can create a
family-like
like environment that encourages children to master new skills and try activities even if success is
unlikely at first13.
Many
any authors consider that the school environment has a significant effect on students’ future behavior.
The dimension of self-awareness
awareness makes students more social-friendly
social friendly and improve their level of
understanding of the problems of others. In their future social and work life an effective level of social
competences, developed also thanks to an appropriate environment, increases their approach to decisiondecision
making situations:
 Everyone has a role to play in building a positive school climate. Success depends on a whole school
approach that includes the active involvement of school leaders, staff members, students,
parents/guardians and community members who are committed to a shared
sh
vision of a safe,
inclusive and accepting school community.
 Building a positive school climate requires a focus on developing healthy relationships throughout
the school community among students and adults, and between adults and students.
 Building a positive school climate means embedding the principles of equity and inclusive
education in all aspects of the learning environment, and in all school and board operations, to
support the well-being
being and achievement of all students.

No single solution can guarantee the creation and maintenance of a positive school climate.
Success requires an ongoing, comprehensive and collaborative effort on the part of everyone
involved.
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1.5.4. Development in childhood14
EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT

Six years

Children will become more aware of emotions
emotions,
both their own as well as those of others. They
may understand sophisticated concepts such
as how to be careful about not hurting
someone’s feelings by, say, saying something
critical about them directly to that person.
They may also increasingly express a desire to
choose their own clothes, wash themselves,
and comb their own hair.

They may feel an increasing awareness of right and
wrong, and may "tell
"
on" peers who they think are not
doing the right thing.
t
They are continuing to develop longer attention spans
and will be able to handle more complicated projects
and tasks at school and at home. The ability to have
complex thoughts really starts to develop at this age,
and six-year-olds’
olds’ curiosity about the world around
them will begin to increase exponentially.

Seven years

Seven-year-old
old children may still lack the self
selfcontrol of, say, a middle-schooler,
schooler, but they will
be much more adept at handling transitions
and surprises than younger children. They're
also learning to understand other people's
feelings better.
Most 7-year-olds
olds are better able to handle
transitions
and
last-minute
minute
changes.
Nevertheless, 7-year-olds
olds will still need and
derive comfort from routines.
Not getting something to look exactly
xactly the way
they want it to or losing a game can be
crushing to their self-esteem.
esteem. Parents,
teachers, and other adults can help by offering
frequent encouragement and helping a child
focus on what she might learn from an activity
rather than what didn’t go right.

Six-year-olds will also become more adept at
navigating relationships with friends and family
and will feel security and comfort from their
relationships with those who are close to them.
They will frequently enjoy sharing snacks, toys,
and other things with friends at school and at
home. That isn’t to say rivalry and scuffles over
favorite toys won’t occur, but conflicts will pass
and grade-schoolers will increasingly gain the
social skills to one day work out differences on
their own, without adult intervention.
Friendships and social networks are important to
continuing to form bonds with peers, teachers,
and teammates. They may even start trying to
handle those relationships on their own. They
begin to care more about the opinions and
thoughts of other people. The downside of this
natural phase of child development is an
increased susceptibility to peer pressure.
Many 7-year-olds will still love playing with
friends but may begin to enjoy spending more
time alone, playing by themselves or reading.
Alone time and downtime, can, in fact, be an
important part of a child's development of a
sense of self and his relations to others.
As seven-year-olds grow up and expand their
social horizons, they often naturally become
attached to other adults besides their parents,

Source: https://www.verywellfamily.com/
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They are curious about the world around them. They
will ask questions and seek answers about the things
they encounter and the people they meet, and will
take pride in sharing what they know.
kno Kids at this age
display a formidable sense of adventure and thirst for
information and will love being mentors to younger
siblings and other children as they show off their
newfound knowledge and skills. Their math and
reading skills are steadily expanding
expan
too, as is their
ability to recognize words and do simple word
problems.
They take great pride in sharing their knowledge
about things and often enjoy showing younger
children skills that they themselves have mastered.
Seven-year-olds
olds will often feel a sense of pride about
having achieved basic math and reading skills and may
want to discuss what they learned in school with

Eight years

Nine years

They may show more sophisticated and
complex emotions and interactions. Many 8year-olds
olds are able to mask their true thoughts
or emotions to spare someone someone’s
feelings. For example, a child who doesn’t like
a gift may still smile and thank the gift giver.
This is the time when child may be developing
a more sophisticated sensee of himself in the
world. His interests, talents, friends, and
relationship with family help him establish a
clear self-identity.
identity. It's also the beginning of
desiring privacy and flip-flopping
flopping between self
selfconfidence and self-doubt.
Children are better able to handle conflict.
Their growing independence will lead to them
to seek relationships independent of their
family.
Many have a strong
ong desire to belong to a
group and establish their place within the
social order of school. As result, many become
vulnerable to peer pressure because they
want to impress their peer group.
At nine, children are capable of taking on a
wider range of choress and responsibilities
around the house and will want to start
participating in decisions affecting the family.
They are also becoming more aware of real
realworld dangers and disasters.
A child at age 9 is better able to handle
frustrations and conflicts. He will begin to

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
such as a teacher, an uncle, or even a friend’s
parent.
This is the phase of social development where
many children love being a part of sports teams
and other social groups. Eight-year-old children
are still developing an understanding of what is
"wrong" or "right," and lying or other behavior
requiring child discipline may need to be
corrected.
Eight-year-old children will generally enjoy going
to school and will want to engage in the social
world of friends and classmates. Parents should
be on the lookout for any problems such as school
refusal, which may indicate a problem at school
such as being bullied or learning difficulties.
Social skills are particularly important this year, as
peer relationships take on more importance.
The social world of nine-year-old children is
opening up in ways previously unimagined. Many
will have cell phones and high-level acuity in
social media.
Children this age may have role models who are
people outside of the immediate family, such as a
coach or a teacher. They may look up to a famous
person they don’t know such as a singer or sports
figure. Their friendships will take on more
importance in their daily lives, and they will care
more about what others think about them.
Nine-year-old children are much more
independent.

COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT
parents, friends, and caregivers.
Eight-year-olds
olds make great gains in their cognitive
development. Most of them begin to have an
understanding of money, both literally and
conceptually. While counting money can be a difficult
skill to learn, kids often begin to understand that it
takes money to buy items.
Most 8-year-olds
olds are able to tell time and they exhibit
a better understanding of how long time increments
are. When you say, “You have 10 more minutes until
we have to leave,” or “Your
“You birthday is 3 days away,”
child will have a greater understanding of what that
means.
At school, nine-year-old
nine
children will generally work
well in groups and will cooperate to work on a project
or activity. They will want to work on a subject, topic,
or particular part of the curriculum until they become
skilled and master it.
Those who do well may begin thrive while children
who struggle may grow frustrated with the demands
of the classroom.
Nine-year-old
old children are curious about the world
and are full of questions about how things work and
why things are the way they are. They will be able to
think critically and will express their own opinions
about things.
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EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT

At ten, girls may become possessive of their
friends and can be jealous of one another. Tenyear-old boys may have an easier time with
friendships. Boys' relationships tend to be based
on mutual interests rather than close, personal
feelings.
Ten-year-olds have good ability to sense the
emotions of others and to read facial and body
language. They feel very close to their parents,
siblings, and extended family.
Peer pressure can play a big role in social
relationships of most 10-year-olds. At this age,
kids will be eager to fit in by wearing the right
clothes, listening to the right music, or liking and
disliking the same things.

Children start thinking and sounding almost “grown“grown
up”. Children this age are on the cusp of adolescence
and have the language skills and cognitive ability to
gather information and formulate well-organized
well
opinions
ons and thoughts.
For many children, the development phase around 10
years old is packed with learning and rapid-paced
rapid
cognitive growth. Learning accelerates significantly in
fifth grade as children prepare for the middle-school
middle
years. 10-year--old will be transitioning toward greater
independence in managing and organizing school
work and homework, requiring less supervision from
parents.
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Ten years

develop emotional maturity, such as an
understanding of the value of delayed
gratification or helping others, which will help
him navigate their preteen and teen years.
Children are developing a better sense of who
they are in the world. Many are preparing for
the start of middle
ddle or junior high school and
are getting ready to navigate new social
settings.
For girls, who generally develop physically at a
faster rate and enter puberty earlier than
boys, the transition into adolescence can
trigger a host of emotions: excitement,
uncertainty,
trepidation,
and
even
embarrassment.
He have more control over emotions and may
see him becoming more skilled at handling
conflict and negotiating solutions with friends.
At the same time, you may see some volatility
in his emotions.
A 10-year-old
old child may be trying to keep up
with ever-more
more difficult school work, working
to fit in and socialize with friends, and dealing
with the physical changes of growing up.

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
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2. PRACTICAL TOOLKIT

My favorite
flower

2

Sign of stress

3

Word tennis

4

Balloons of
anger
Mindfulness

5
6
7
8

А coupon for
any occasion
Out of chaospolis
Secret of Aunt
Clara

X

X

6-7

6-7

X

6-7

X
X

X

X

X

X

6-7

X

X
X

Age group

Personal culture

Teamwork

Interpersonal
communication

Conflicts
management

Assertiveness

Entrepreneurship

Emotional
intelligence, empathy

Changing habits of
thinking, changing
beliefs

Independent and
critical thinking

Creativity and
creative thinking

Effective learning

Coping with stress

Ability to relax and
rest

X

X

X

X

X

X

6-7

X

X

X

X

6-7
6-7

X
X

X

6-7
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1

Organisational skills

Planning skills

Activity

Motivation to act (e.x.
learning)

HOW TO WORK WITH PUPILS

I choose!

10

Fairy tale about
feelings
Desert island

11
12
13

Therapeutic
fairy tale
The Mime Game

14

Class calendar

15

Common heads

16

Snakes and
ladders for
knowing each
other
The tower

17
18
19

Where is the
stress?
Thermometer of
feelings

8-9

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

8-9
X

8-9
8-9

X

X

8-9
8-9
8-9
10-11

X
X

Age group

Personal culture

Teamwork

Interpersonal
communication

Conflicts
management

Assertiveness

Entrepreneurship

Emotional
intelligence, empathy

Independent and
critical thinking

Creativity and
creative thinking

Effective learning

Coping with stress

Ability to relax and
rest

Organisational skills

Changing habits of
thinking, changing
beliefs

8-9

X

X

10-11
10-11

X

10-11
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9

Motivation to act (e.x.
learning)

Planning skills

Activity

20
21
22
23
24
25

Words for
feelings
Good morning,
Captain!
Quiz market
Conscious
Eating
Body scan

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

10-11

X

10-11
All
ages
All
ages
All
ages
All
ages
All
ages
All
ages

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Counting
breaths
Conflicts, no!

X

27

Group Class

X

X

28

Song with
different
rhythms

X

X

X

X

28

X

Age group

Personal culture

Teamwork

Interpersonal
communication

Conflicts
management

Assertiveness

10-11

X

X

X

Entrepreneurship

Emotional
intelligence, empathy

Changing habits of
thinking, changing
beliefs

Independent and
critical thinking

Creativity and
creative thinking

Effective learning

Coping with stress

Ability to relax and
rest

Organisational skills

Motivation to act (e.x.
learning)

Planning skills

Activity
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MY FAVOURITE FLOWER
OBJECTIVES:

SUGGESTED AGE GROUP: pupilss age 6-7 years old

Thanks to the implementation of the exercise, pupils:
•
•
•
•

learn the ways and techniques of relaxation;
develop the skills of relaxation and rest;
develop self-awareness
awareness of their own emotions and feelings (emotional intelligence);
acquire a new ability to cope with stress.
stress

WHEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE DURING DIDACTIC PROCESS:
PROCESS
Exercise can be carried out according to the group's needs, for example at the beginning or
end of school day (school activities),
activities), but also in a situation requiring silence and reduction of
stress levels among pupils.
METHODOLOGY:
Expressive and practical methods;
Techniques: Interactive games and activities.
activities
FORM OF WORK:
Individual work.
NEEDED MATERIALS:
•
•
•

Rubber mat / mattress / carpet / blanket;
Possibly a disc with soft music and a CD player;
Eye bands (if needed).

1. Participants are placed on the floor in a comfortable position (so as not to disturb each
other).
2. We ask pupilss to close their eyes. (If some pupils need teacher can give them eye bands).
bands
3. The teacher gives the instruction: "Imagine that the sun is shining, it is a warm summer
day, we are walking the road, passing fields, meadows and gardens. We see there
th
our
favourite flower. We look closely at it:
it: the stem, leaves, petals and their colour, the
interior of the bud, post. Now put it aside and paint in your fantasy your favourite flower
(30 to 60 seconds). It is certainly ready. Say good-bye
good
to your flower
er and very slowly open
your eyes."
4. The teacher asks the pupils:
s: "We get up, curl up, fall to the right side and rise to the
position on our knees. Slowly, we get up on our feet, opening from this position like a
flower, which releases shoots from the ground,
ground, and then develops its petals. "
5. Completing the task - we ask that children to stand in a circle and summarize the task.
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DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY:
ACTIVITY

HOW TO EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY:
Children tell in a group:
•
•
•
•
•

what their favourite flower looks like;
what is its name;
where theyy found it;
what was it in touch;
how it smelled.

COMMENTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION (if possible)
1. We pay special attention to the children's position (position of relaxation).
2. You always have to remember that such trips to the land of fantasy should last from five
to ten minutes. It depends on the age of the participants, on their ability to concentrate
and on the general mood.
3. After the exercise, the teacher can tell pupils about visualization as one of the ways to
calm down, deal with emotions, deal with
wit stress.

TEACHER’S COMMENT:
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„Initially, it was difficult for children to relax and unwind. Over time, during
subsequent exercises they were more and more relaxed; eagerly told what their
favourite flower looks like, where they found it, they talked more about this flower.”
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SIGN OF STRESS
OBJECTIVES:
•
•

SUGGESTED AGE GROUP: pupils age 6-7 years old

copying with stress;
recognize signs of stress.
stress

WHEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE DURING DIDACTIC PROCESS:
In case of unexpected situation.
METHODOLOGY:
Class discussion;
Guided learning.
FORM OF WORK:
Whole class
NEEDED MATERIALS:
Pictures
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY:
1. Introduce the objective of the activity to the class.
class
2. Call the examples of stress-causing
stress
situations from Activity below.
Watching bad news on TV

31

Parents fighting
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3. Explain to the class that an important sign of stress is a negative change in behaviour, for
example, when someone loses interest in school activities, loses his or her appetite, or
becomes aggressive and difficult.
4. Ask for some volunteers to explain what is happening in each picture and discuss each idea
with the class:
a. Feeling sad

b. Being untidy

c. Fighting with other students

5.Explain to learners that the negative feelings they have named are what is known as stress.
These feelings are brought about by unpleasant or unhappy situations like the ones in the
pictures. These situations are called ‘stress-causing
‘stress
situations.
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d. Sleeping in class

Stress can sometimes affect us without our knowing it.
Therefore, it is important to be able to recognise signs of stress in ourselves so that we can
c
get help when we need it.
HOW TO EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY:
A week after the "Signs of Stress" exercise, re-proposes
re proposes images of other stressful situations
and images of situations that represent the consequent inconveniences (sadness, fatigue,
litigation / anger, etc.).
Ask to "match" the situations identified with the representations of the relative
inconveniences.

TEACHER’S COMMENT:
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„Students were happy to describe various situations that caused stress.”
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WORD TENNIS

OBJECTIVES
•

SUGGESTED AGE GROUP:: pupils age 6-7 years old

to improve students vocabulary.
vocabulary

WHEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE DURING DIDACTIC PROCESS:
Common practice.
METHODOLOGY:
Pair work.
FORM OF WORK:
Pairs working together.
NEEDED MATERIALS:
Pictures.
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY:
ACTIVITY
1. Pairs of students face each other.
2. The teacher gives one picture to each pair.
pair
3. Based on the picture student one must say a word; once the word is said, then student
s
two must say a new word. There is only one rule: the word they say must not start with the
same consonant or vowel.
vowel
4.The teacher monitors and the word tennis goes until one student fails to say a word related
to the picture keeping in mind the rule.
rule
HOW TO EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY:

34

Active monitoring from part of teacher is needed to evaluate the success of the activity. The
teacher needs to give a value from 1-5
1 5 (5 being the best) to the particular activity following
each class. At the end of the month a mean score is obtained and that can be a good
indication as to how this activity works. Twice each month somebody outside of the class (a
colleague) needs to be asked to evaluate the activity on the same scale. Their mean score
then has to be compared
ared to the one given by the teacher themselves.
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BALLOONS OF ANGER15
OBJECTIVES:

SUGGESTED AGE GROUP: pupils age 6-7 years old

Thanks to the implementation
ntation of the exercise, pupils:
pupils
•
•

understand what anger is and will know how to express it properly;
will be able to identify anger signals felt in the body.

WHEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE DURING DIDACTIC PROCESS:
PROCESS
Working with the emotion of anger is a very important element of caring for the mental wellwell
being of older and younger children.
children. It is worth to teach children how to recognize anger
signals and tell them how to deal with this emotion. The exercise can be carried out during
the didactic process while discussing the topic of emotions, or a few days after the situation,
which, for example, caused anger among pupils etc.
etc
METHODOLOGY:
Expressive and practical methods;
Techniques: Interactive games and activities.
activities
FORM OF WORK:
Individual and group work.
NEEDED MATERIALS:
Balloons - the same number of balloons as children (plus a few extra balloons), a string.
DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY:
ACTIVITY
Part I

15

Based on the article from the site http://blizejterapii.blogspot.com/2014/12/balony-zosci
http://blizejterapii.blogspot.com/2014/12/balony zosci-cwiczenie-w-pracyze-zoscia.html
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We ask children to inflate the balloons
balloon and help them to tie the balloons.. Then we explain that
the balloon is the body and the air inside is the anger that accumulates in the body.
We talk with children about this:
• Can the air get out of the balloon?
• What will happen when anger gets stuck inside (in the body)? / How does our body
behave when anger accumulates in it?
• What will happen if we break the balloon?

Then we compare the balloon to the person and talk about what can be compared with the
puncture of a balloon (puncturing a balloon = hitting someone, shouting at another person,
destroying something, etc.)
Part II
We ask the children to inflate the balloons again.. This time the balloon is not bound. The
child is supposed to slowly release the air from the balloon.
We talk with children about this:
• Is the balloon smaller?
• Did the balloon explode?
• Is the balloon and everyone around you safe when you release "anger"?
• Is it a safer way to get rid of anger?
In the further part of the activity,, we help children identify adequate ways of dealing with
anger. In older children, it can be, for example, deep breaths, physical activity or
"withdrawal" to cool down from
fr
emotions. For younger children, it may be helpful to draw
anger or tear the newspapers from the "box of anger". There are really many useful ways to
deal with anger, it is important that the child as much as possible can identify those that
he/she considers
ders particularly useful. The aim of this part of the activity is to show children
how to safely reduce the intensity of perceived anger, and thus effectively deal with this
difficult emotion.
HOW TO EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY:
ACTIVITY
Pupilss answer questions:
• What did you learn new?
• How will you deal with anger now?
COMMENTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION (if possible)
The activity is especially useful when working with aggressive children who have a problem
with controlling anger or with children suppressing anger.
anger
TEACHER’S COMMENT:

“I bought balloons for every child. In the story, I used two,
two, one tied up, which I pierced specially during
the story and the other without tiding up, which I gave to the children sitting in a circle. It was funny,
because it ran away every time ☺ “
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„The game was especially useful for children who had problems with emotions, anger, aggression. At the
end of the exercise, students gave other examples of how they deal with stress, anger e.g.
- talking with stuffed animals;
- punching the punching bag, pillow;
- crushing the paper and throwing it into the trash can.”

MINDFULNESS16
OBJECTIVES:

SUGGESTED AGE GROUP: pupils age 6-7 years old

Thanks to the implementation
ntation of the exercise, pupils:
pupils
•
•
•
•
•

get to know the tools by which they will be more aware of themselves and the world;
develop a greater awareness of internal and external experiences;
will recognize their thoughts as "just thoughts";
will understand how emotions manifest in the body;
will have more control over their internal impulses.
impulses

WHEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE DURING DIDACTIC PROCESS:
PROCESS
The exercise can be carried out as cycles, a series of classes, for example during an
educational hour or to start the day at school.
METHODOLOGY:
Expressive and practical methods;
Techniques: Interactive games and activities.
activities
FORM OF WORK:
Individual or group.
NEEDED MATERIALS:
No extra materials are needed.
DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY:
ACTIVITY
1. Sounds
It's a bit more extensive exercise with gong (if we do not have a gong, we can use the guitar's
strings or the most resonant kitchen utensils and spoons).
spoons)
We hit the gong. Children carefully listen to the sound vibrations. They raise their hands
when they hear nothing. They stay in silence for another
another minute and listen carefully to all
other sounds that appear. At the end, they each of them tells story of each sound they have
noticed during this minute.
2. Breathing with a small friend

Based on the article from the website https://emocje-cialo-umysl.pl/7-pomyslow-jak-cwiczyc
https://emocje
cwiczyc-mindfulness-zdziecmi/
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16

Children lie on the floor and place a mascot on their belly. They
They breathe in silence for a
minute and notice their little friend moving up and down. They also try to notice all other
impressions. They imagine that thoughts that appear in their heads change into soap bubbles
and fly away ...
3. Stretching / relaxing
Children
dren lying on the floor with their eyes closed try to stretch every muscle in the body as
much as they can. Toes and feet, legs, belly.. They can clench their fists and raise their hands
to their heads. They remain in this compressed position for a few seconds
seco
and then fully
relax. It's a great exercise for relaxing the body and mind. It is also an easy way to present
to children what it means to be "here and now".
now"
4. Smell and taste
Find something that smells strong, like fresh orange zest, cinnamon or vanilla stick. Ask the
children to close their eyes and inhale the smell, focusing
focusing their full attention on it. Smell can
be a very effective tool in reducing anxiety.
anxiety
A similar exercise can be done with the sense of taste. Let's try to do with the children a
classic mindfulness exercise: children with closed eyes taste the raisin, trying to eat it as long
as possible, paying attention to all shades of taste.
We can also use a chocolate bar;)
b
5. The art of touch
Children with closed eyes touch various objects, for example balls, feathers, mascots, stones
... Then they describe what the object is in touch.
This exercise, like the previous ones, allows children to practice distinguishing sensory
senso
impressions. By focusing on them, they learn to stay in the present.
6. Heartbeat
Children jump or dance for a minute. Then they sit down and put their hands on the heart.
With closed eyes, they try to feel heartbeats, breath and other sensations that appear in the
body.

We talk about feelings.
What feelings do children feel? How do they know that they feel these emotions? Where do
they feel them in the body? Which feelings do they like the most?
Later, we can ask what they do when they do not feel those feelings they like the most.
We can remind them that when they feel sadness they can practice turning their thoughts
into soap bubbles.
That they can do the stretching and relaxing of the body to calm down.
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7. Heart to heart

That they can listen to the beating
beating of their heart or focus on the breath to relax ...
COMMENTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION (if possible)
Mindfulness is a state of mind, achieved by focusing attention on the present moment, with
a simultaneous gentle acceptance of emotions, thoughts and sensory impressions. It is used
as a therapeutic technique.
Adults practice mindfulness among others through meditation and various forms of
conscious action in everyday life.
Meditation for children must meet three basic conditions: be short, engaging and
an fun. And so
are the mindfulness activities for children.
TEACHER’S COMMENT:
„During the first exercises it was difficult for some students to relax, they could not
relax, opened their eyes, watched what other children were doing, and laughed. During
subsequent exercises, the situation changed, they were focused on beating of his/her
heart, on his/her breath, they had more control over their internal impulses.”
impulses.
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“Super classes. In one class I did an exercise without a bear. The children were sitting in
benches, because on the carpet they could interfere (small carpet) I used a gong bowl
and a pestle. In the exercise with flavours I gave safe corn crisps and chocolate. The
children followed the instructions in the exercises.”
exercises.
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А COUPON FOR ANY OCCASION
OCCASI
OBJECTIVES:
•
•
•

SUGGESTED AGE GROUP: pupils age 6-7 year old

Developing speaking skills for pupils;
pupils
Developing good relationships, both between students and between teacher and pupils;
Putting the game at the center of learning English.

WHEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE DURING DIDACTIC PROCESS:
These activities are appropriate for the end of the lesson. This will create the basis for new
student relationships.
METHODOLOGY:
Students will perform the various activities described on the coupons.
coupons. This includes reading,
talking, singing, dancing and even eating a favourite meal.
FORM OF WORK:
Each week will be given the opportunity to participate in the whole class.
NEEDED MATERIALS:
Required materials are: paper, coloured pencils, pens, coloured paper, scissors and
whiteboard markers.
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY:
Every week, different students will choose one coupon on which the activity that the class
has to perform is drawn and described. This can be reading a favourite book,
book a favourite
dance, a day without homework, a day to chew gum, presenting a favourite sport, a favourite
movie, a day off stuffed toys, and so on.
HOW TO EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY:
Students will have the opportunity to be given the role of teachers for one day and will be
able to make their own assessments.
COMMENTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION (if possible)
These activities can also be used after the end of the project.
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 Coupons in the Annex
A
No.1
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OUT OF CHAOS-POLIS – The rules for well-being
well
together

OBJECTIVES
•

SUGGESTED AGE GROUP:: pupils age 6-7
6 years old

INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION – SOCIAL SKILLS
Social abilities allows implementing behaviours useful to live harmoniously with
other people.
The presence of rules gives children a perception of stability and order in the world
they live. This is an essential factor for developing their safety.
An adequate and competent behaviour is at the base of our personal and social wellwell
being, because
use it positively influences the perception of ourselves and of other
people and the way we are perceived by others.

WHEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE DURING DIDACTIC PROCESS:
Additional activity and common routine.
routine
METHODOLOGY:
Story-telling, Circle-time,
time, Role-playing, Game with awards.
FORM OF WORK:
Whole class.
NEEDED MATERIALS:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Posters and markers;
markers
Sheets of paper and pens;
pens
Tokens;
Medals;
Notebooks;
Little material awards (sweets and candies, writing and drawing materials, little toys
etc.).

DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY:

41

Aims
Increasing children’s awareness on positive and negative behaviours and on their
consequences on relationships with other people.
people
Increasing children’s awareness on importance of rules for a positive coexistence.
coexistence
Encouraging
ouraging in children an adequate and competent behaviour both at school and
out of school.
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Realisation of activities
To start the activity, teacher reads to pupils the short novel of Chaos-polis
Chaos polis (see Annex 1).
At the end of the tale, children are encouraged to help the Magician Iknoweverything finding
a solution to the big confusion described in the tale.
To find and share solutions, teacher uses the circle-time:
circle time: pupils place in circle and teacher
solicits and manages
anages the debate in a prearranged period.
The Circle time simplifies and increases circular communication, supports self-knowing,
self
promotes a free and active expression of ideas, opinions, feelings and personal life
experience; it originates a mood of calm and sharing.
Teacher invites pupils to sit down in circle and to find solutions, after they have identified
wrong behaviours in the tale.
Teacher can also use dramatization (role-playing)
(role playing) in order to promote awareness about the
necessity of rules.
Two pupils
upils go in the centre of the classroom: one of them mimes a wrong action, the other
one its opposite. The other pupils have to identify what is the right and what is the wrong
behaviour.
At the end, teacher proposes to children to transform the right behaviours
behaviours in rules to be
respected. This will allow social abilities to become acted behaviours.
So the class will decide together the rules and will identify the specific behaviours to be
implemented in order to respect these rules.
Rules have to be very well
well descripted and have to be related to positive behaviours.
It is very important:
agreeing on the rules, so they can be shared as much as possible
choosing a limited number of rules
using action verbs for describing the rule
describing the rule always in a positive way
choosing measurable behaviours
splitting the rule’s respect and the connected behaviours in little steps
explaining rules and behaviours and sharing them with children.
It is important to identify specific behaviours and to accurately
accurately describe what children are
expected to do and what teacher are expected to do (see Annex 2 and Annex 3).
Once rules and behaviours have been defined, teacher ask pupils to sign an agreement for
each rule (see Annex 4).
Teacher and children decide together negative consequences for behaviours that disobey the
rules and awards and gratifications for behaviours respecting them (repairing tasks, small
penalties or medals, small awards etc.).
So fundamental steps are:
identifying and sharing rules and
an behaviours
teaching (with the role-playing)
role
thinking about reasons (consequences)
giving a positive and corrective feedback.
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When rules are not respected, teachers do not have to reprimand or threaten: in this way
children’s behaviours won’t change but actually the relationship with the child will end up
souring.
Teachers have to scold and remind:
referring to the poster where the rule is displayed
asking the class and remembering together the shared rule and behaviours
bringing out the agreement
agre
signed by the pupil.
It is important to inform families about these school activities; a short letter on behalf of
every child (see Annex 5) could do it.
At the end of the role-play
play children explain thoughts and emotions they experienced during
the activity; the rest of the group take part to discussion explaining their own opinions and
ideas.

TEACHER’S COMMENT:
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„Children know the rules, they can verbalize them, they do not necessarily follow them,
the task requires continuation.”
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ANNEX 1
The tail of Chaos-polis

In the country of Chaos-polis
polis children decided to live without rules.
They went to school when they wanted; if something was not to their satisfaction, they broke it;
they opened windows and leaned out; they walked on desks, screamed at the top of theirs lungs and
rolled around on the ground.
Teachers were desperate, because
because they couldn’t give lessons and they didn’t know what to do.
So they decided to ask a magician named Iknoweverything for help; he as very wise and could solve
also very difficult problems.
But also Iknoweverything said the situation was really too difficult!
difficu
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Let’s try to help him!
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ANNEX 2
Definition of rules, path and tools
TOKENS
(FIRST TERM)
5 tokens for every child at the beginning
of every day:
- 1 for every rule agreed and not
respected
+ 1 for every positive behaviour
 opportunity to recover the lost tokens.
tokens
At the end of the day, awarding of a little
star on a poster to children who have
preserved the 5 tokens.
At the end of the week, awarding of a
prize to children who have all the little
stars.

LISTENING

WORKING

SOCIAL
ABILITIES

PATH AND
TOOLS

TALKING AT
YOUR TURN

SECRETS’ NOTEBOOK AND MEDALS
(SECOND TERM)
As an integration and a progressive
elimination of tokens, teachers introduce
a Secrets’ Notebook, in which children
could draw, tell and paste the “credit
medals” obtained for the positive
behaviours.
Material reinforcement is gradually given
up instead of social reinforcement.
Setting and sharing “REPARING
“
TASKS”
as penalties for negative behaviours that
keeping happening during the day.
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RESPECTING
OTHER PEOPLE
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ANNEX 3
Description of the rule and of behaviours to be acted for respecting it (example)

LOOK AT THE PERSON WHO’S TALKING WITH YOU

CLOSE YOUR MOUTH

STOP YOUR HANDS

LISTENING
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LISTEN WHAT THE PERSON IS SAYING TO YOU
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ANNEX 4
Definition of the specific rule with regard to the expected behaviours (example)

RULE

TEACHER’S TASKS

Enter in the classroom with calm and
talk quietly.
Place their stuff.
Sit at their own seat.

Stand up in front of the classroom’s
door.
Wait that pupils are all came in the
classroom and then start to talk
with them.
Decide where children could place
their stuff.
Decide how to set desks.
Give value to pupils’ right
behaviours.
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Enter in the classroom

WHAT PUPILS ARE EXPECTED TO DO
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ANNEX 5
The agreement

I ____________________________________________________
(name of the child)

undertake to follow and respect the shared steps for
__________________________________________________________
(insert the specific rule)

I will receive a medal every time I will properly keep
the behaviour.

Signature _________________________________
An example:

Io Marco Rossi

undertake to follow and respect the shared steps for
work silently.

I will receive a medal every time I will properly keep

Signature _________________________________
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the behaviour.

ANNEX 6
Letter to parents

Dear parents,
in this period att school we are learning some social abilities that will help us to better
compare with our classmates and to become friends.
We have prepared an action plan.
The abilities we practice can be implement both at school and at home.
I will write on my notebook the name of the ability and the steps to acquire it.
You can help me encouraging me to implement the abilities and reminding me to put
a mark on my notebook every time I succeed.
Teacher will paste a medal on my notebook every time I will work hard for behaving
as we have agreed.
I need you to encourage me to conduct this effort; with your help, I will become a
super child!
Thank you mum, thank you dad (or Thank you mums or Thank you dads).
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Your child _________________________
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SECRET OF AUNT CLARA
OBJECTIVES:

SUGGESTED AGE GROUP: pupils age 6-7 years old

Thanks to the implementation
ntation of the exercise, pupils:
•
•

get acquainted with polite phrases;
will find out why these phrases are important in life and in what situations they
should be used.

WHEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE DURING DIDACTIC PROCESS:
PROCESS
Exercise can be carried out during the educational hour.
METHODOLOGY:
Expressive and practical methods;
Techniques: Interactive games and activities.
activities
FORM OF WORK:
Individual work.
Group discussion.
NEEDED MATERIALS:
The content of the story "Secret of Aunt Clara" for the teacher.
DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY:
ACTIVITY
The teacher tells pupilss that now he/she
he
would like to invite them to listen to a story asks
them to sit comfortably. Then he/she
he
tells a fairy tale with a calm voice.
„Secret of Aunt Clara” – storytelling (land of politeness)17

17

The story quoted after: Poradnik Wychowawcy,
Wychowawcy February 2001.
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Quite recently,, on Saturday, Agatha
Agat a celebrated her seventh birthday. From the morning, as
soon as she opened her eyes, she waited for the surprises that the day would bring.
"Agatha, my princess," my mother called from the kitchen. - Get up quickly and come for
breakfast, I've prepared everything you like.
Agatha's favourite mug was standing on the kitchen table, the one with red elephants, with
steaming cocoa with whipped cream,
cream next to it were the soft and crispy crunchy buns.
- Yummmy! Agatha
a began to eat quickly.
quic
- And this is not the end - mom smiled encouraging - For dessert will be ice cream, lemon, as
you like.
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- Great! - Agatha
a praised her, scraping the leftovers of the egg yolk - Give them to me
quickly, because the movie on TV is about to begin.
When she saw the movie, she drew a little with new crayons,, and to be honest, she was bored
a little bit of waiting for grandma and grandpa invited for a birthday dinner.
- Ding-dong! - the bell announced the arrival of grandparents.
- I will open it, I will open
pen it! Agatha jumped to the door because she knew that grandma and
grandpa would not come empty-handed
empty handed in such an important day for her.
- How do you feel, my granddaughter,
granddaughter my brave seven-year-old? - grandmother smiled from
the doorway, hiding behind her a quite large package.
Agatha was bouncing with impatience.
"Oh, Kate” grandfather Teddy
Ted scolded grandmother. - Quickly give Agatha the gift, because
you see that she cannot
not wait.
He took a package from grandmother's hands and gave it to Agatha.
Agatha. - Grow big, my little
Fish!
Agatha broke the paper very quickly. - Oh, how nice! Blocks! Lego! Cool! A new set, like in a
TV commercial! I've always dreamed about that!
She immediately ran to the room to build a new cottage with a bower for the dolls.
And for the dinner,, there were only surprises too. Fries, chicken in a crispy coconut coating
and a great carrot with peas. Lick your fingers! Agatha ate the whole portion and reached for
her favourite jelly cheesecake.
- What a bad luck! She screamed when she accidentally hit a cup with her grandma's coffee.
Brown boiling water splashed instantly into a large stain on the tablecloth and a bit smaller
on grandmother's new suit. Dad jumped to help immediately. Agatha, using
usin the confusion,
rushed to her room and lied on the bed. She covered her head with a pillow. She felt
uncomfortable. She did not want it to happen.
- Hello Agatha - a stranger, but a nice voice made Agatha look up.
- Where did this woman come from? - the girl was surprised.
- You're surprised, that's for sure, but I've known you for a long time. I'm your aunt Clara.
C
I live
quite far away, that's why you do not know me.
A nice, smiling lady, a little older than her mother, leaned over Agatha.
Agat
- I live in the Land of Politeness,
oliteness, it's a long way from here. Today, however, on the day of your
birthday, I wanted to take you on a trip there..
She nodded and it was not known from where the strange vehicle appeared in the room, just
like a large plastic bowl shimmering
shimmer with celadon light.
- Get in - full of encouragement, warm voice of aunt Clara caused that Agatha did not think
for long. The bowl spun slightly and flew through the open window. Agatha could not believe
her eyes. After a few seconds, they were in the clouds. The bowl was flying with lightning
speed. When they broke through the thick milk fog, the bowl landed on the sidewalk on the
street, on the sides of which stood colourful houses with gardens. Everywhere there were
many smiling kids and smiling adults.
adults. Lazy cats were lying on the windowsills, happy dogs
were barking in the gardens.
"This is my Land of Politeness," said aunt Clara,
Clara, jumping out of the vehicle quite neatly.

- Why are everyone so happy here? What are they so happy about? - Agatha asked slightly
surprised. "It's nice and quiet here," she added, not waiting for her aunt's reply, trying to
explain what she was seeing.
- We have a secret here - Aunt lowered her voice to a whisper. - We know magic words that
make everyone like each other and feel good with each other. You probably want to get to
know them? She turned toward Agatha expectantly.
- Oh yes! I would very much like everyone to like me - Agatha whispered quickly.
quickly
Aunt Clara
lara looked at her gently. "Okay, I'll entrust you our polite secret.
secret. These words are ...
Clara leaned into the girl's ear and whispered three wonderful words. Then she straightened
up and added louder - Use them as often as you can, remember, these are words that you will
never say too much.
- Sweetie,, what's wrong with
wit you? – Agatha’s father's voice suddenly came out like from the
afterlife. - Agatha, are you feeling bad? Fortunately nothing happened to Granny, she does
not even get angry with you anymore.
"That's good, daddy," Agatha said sleepily, "but I'm going to you anyway, because I have to
tell all of you something.
thing. Something very important.
After the story ends, the teacher starts a discussion with the children about polite phrases
and being polite
te towards other people.
people
HOW TO EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY:
ACTIVITY
Pupilss answer questions:
• What are the three words that Aunt Clara
C
said in a fairy tale?
• What other polite phrases do you know?
• In which situations should we use polite phrases?
• Why is it worth using these phrases?
• How do you feel when someone speaks to you using these phrases?
TEACHER’S COMMENT:
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„This
This exercise resulted in building better relationships not only on the student-student
student
level, but also the student-adult
student adult level. The students drew attention to the aspect of
personal culture in relations with other people.”
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I CHOOSE!
OBJECTIVES
•

SUGGESTED AGE GROUP: pupils age 8-9 years old

INDEPENDENT AND CRITICAL THINKING
Activities are aimed at developing and improving critical thinking
thinking in children of
primary school.
Critical thinking means opportunity of choosing, but also of changing a not
functioning or dangerous behavior.
The following activities want to encourage individual and collective thinking and the
consequent level of choice,
choice, considering external world influences.

WHEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE DURING DIDACTIC PROCESS:
Additional activity and common routine.
routine
METHODOLOGY:
Practical laboratory; role-play.
role
FORM OF WORK:
Whole class.
NEEDED MATERIALS:
•
•
•

Sheets of paper and pens;
Posters and markers;
Images and photos of objects connected to children’s world.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY:
ACTIVITY
Aims
- Increasing children’s awareness on their relationship with things and objects.
objects
- Identifying and recognising individual diversities in tastes and opinions, that determine
choices and use of things and object.
object
- Understanding the mass media and advertisement “pressing” and their conditioning (in
particular children) for an uncritical consumerism that is fast, gratifying and social
identifying.

Children chose together some products and objects they consider trendy (for example bags,
clothes, toys, video games etc.).
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Realisation of activities

Each pupil drafts a form, inserting each objects in one of the following categories:
- essential objects,
- important objects,
- unnecessary objects.
Then pupils compare their forms and confront with each other.
Activities go on with a role play: children perform situations in which the selected objects are
not desired or not accessible: actors play characters who
who don’t adapt to trends and have a
personal style or characters who have to resist to group pressures or characters who can’t
obtain desired objects.
At the end of the role-play
play children explain thoughts and emotions they experienced during
the activity; the
he rest of the group take part to discussion explaining their own opinions and
ideas.
HOW TO EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY:
ACTIVITY
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The form allows several considerations about individual and group identity, personal tastes
and preferences, homogenisation caused by trends and advertising.
Role-play
play is useful to collect considerations and opinions about sensations, group judgment,
emotions, group creativity,
ivity, alternative thoughts etc.
etc
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FAIRY TALE ABOUT FEELINGS
OBJECTIVES:

SUGGESTED AGE GROUP: pupils
pupil age 8-9 years old

Thanks to the implementation
ntation of the exercise, pupils:
pupils
• get to know different emotions;
• will reflect on the essence of emotions in a person's life.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE DURING DIDACTIC PROCESS:
PROCESS
Activity can be carried out during the educational hour, while discussing the topic of
emotions with pupils.
METHODOLOGY:
Expressive and practical methods;
Techniques: Interactive games and activities.
activities
FORM OF WORK:
Individual.
Group discussion.
NEEDED MATERIALS:
The content of a fairy tale about feelings for the teacher.
DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY:
ACTIVITY
The teacher tells pupilss that now he/she
he
would like to invite them to listen to a story and asks
them to sit comfortably. Then he/she
he
tells a fairy tale about feelings with a calm voice.
„Fairy tale about feelings”18 (unknown author)
Once upon a time, there was an island in the ocean, which was inhabited by emotions,
feelings and human qualities - such as good humour, sadness, wisdom, pride; and all of them
th
were combined by Love.
ove. One day the inhabitants of the island found out that soon the island
would sink. They prepared their ships to sail out to sea to leave the island forever.

18

The story after: http://www.zosia.piasta.pl/bajka.htm
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Only Love
ove decided to wait until the last moment. When only a tiny piece of land remained Love asked for help.
The first swam closer the Wealth on his luxury yacht. Love asked:
- Wealth, can you save me?
- Unfortunately not. The deck is full of gold, silver and other valuables. There is no place for
you anymore. - Wealth answered.
The second one swam the Pride with his huge four-masts
four
ship.

- Pride,, take me with you! - asked Love.
- Unfortunately, I cannot
not take you! Everything is organized on my ship, and you could spoil it
... - answered the Pride and proudly raised
rai
beautiful sails.
Sadness swam up on the rotten boat.
- Sadness,, take me with you! - asked Love.
- Oh, Love, I am so sad that I want to remain alone. – the Sadness replied and sadly rowed in
the distance.
Good humour sailed past Love without noticing her
her because he was so amused that he did
not even hear a call for help.
It seemed that Love would die forever in the depths of the ocean ... Suddenly Love heard:
- Come! I will take you with me! - said the old man.
Love was so happy and grateful for saving her life that she forgot to ask who her saviour was.
Love really wanted to know who this mysterious old man is. She asked Knowledge for advice.
- Tell me, please, who saved me?
- It was Time. - Knowledge answered.
- Time? - Love was surprised. - Why did Time help me?
- Only Time understands how important love is in the life of every human being. - Knowledge
said.
HOW TO EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY:
ACTIVITY
Pupilss answer questions:
• What does this story teach us?
• Why are feelings important in our lives?

TEACHER’S COMMENT:
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„In
In the fairy tale about feelings, children drew attention to the importance of feelings in
our lives, talked about great feelings for their parents and siblings.”
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DESERT ISLAND
OBJECTIVES:

SUGGESTED AGE GROUP: pupils age 8-9 years old

Thanks to the implementation of the exercise, pupils:
1. develop the ability to cooperate in a group;
2. develop the skill of interpersonal communication;
3. develop the skill of creative thinking and creativity (sharing ideas, selecting the best ideas
and their implementation);
plementation);
4. develop the entrepreneurial skills:
5. integrate in the group.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE DURING DIDACTIC PROCESS:
PROCESS
The exercise can be carried out at the beginning of the didactic process (but in a group of
pupils that already know each other) as an integration exercise.
METHODOLOGY:
Expressive and practical methods;
Techniques: Interactive games and activities.
activities
FORM OF WORK:
Work in a small
mall groups (of 4-5
4 pupils).
NEEDED MATERIALS:
Art materials: markers, crayons, tape, paper (large sheets), A4 paper, coloured paper, etc..
It is recommended that the activity should take place in a room ensuring the free work of
several groups - so that the groups can talk freely and do not interfere with each other.

1. The teacher divides the group into smaller 4-5-pupils
4
teams.
2. The teacher informs the children that on the time of this exercise they are on a deserted
island. Their job is to organize life on this island. Pupils in 4-5-person
person teams have to
prepare:
• The name of the island;
• Map of the island;
• Hymn of the island;
• Island costumes (each team member must be dressed in this outfit);
• Task division: e.g. who cooks, who cares for buildings, etc. Each person in the group
must have a task assigned (e.g. according to
t what he/she likes to do, his/her
interests).
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DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY:
ACTIVI

•

The rules of living on the island.

Time for the task 45 - 60 minutes.
3. Then each group presents their island by telling about it,
it presenting the prepared works
(name and map of the island, costumes, singing the hymn, etc..)
HOW TO EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY:
Pupils answer questions:
• How did you like the presentations of other groups?
• What surprised / interested you in the islands of other groups?
• How did you cooperate in your team?
• Did everyone have a task assigned?
• What was important to you when carrying out this task?
COMMENTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION (if possible)
During thee implementation of the task, groups may need support,
support, guidance, inspiration,
example.
The teacher should watch closely the work of the groups, so that each of the group members
is involved in the implementation of the exercise.

TEACHER’S COMMENT:
„Students
Students during this exercise cooperated well, were active, made individual and group
decisions;
ecisions; they had a great time.”
time
„The work in groups was efficient, it was difficult to write on the island e.g. the name of
the island.”
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“Activities
Activities in class III lasted
laste very long.
There were a lot of emotions with the group being drawn, the children arguing, they
were unable to cooperate, convince others to be right. It cost me a lot of emotion and in
cooperation with two more teachers to control the atmosphere in groups.
group
Finally, the students listened to their presentations with interest.”
interest.
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THERAPEUTIC FAIRY TALE
OBJECTIVES:

SUGGESTED AGE GROUP: pupils age 8-9 years old

Thanks to the implementation
ntation of the exercise, pupils:
pupils
•
•
•
•

strengthen their skills, including in cooperation skills,, interpersonal communication,
conflict management;
pay attention to the aspect of personal culture in relations with other people;
learn about different aspects of conflict situations - the importance of interpersonal
interperson
communication in conflicts;
they will reflect on the importance of emotions in a person's life.

WHEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE DURING DIDACTIC PROCESS:
PROCESS
Activity can be implemented during the didactic process as a complement to the topic of
mutual kindness, personal culture, dealing with emotions. In a special situation the activity
can be carried out a few days after the conflict between the children.
METHODOLOGY:
Expressive and practical methods;
Techniques: Interactive games and activities.
activities
FORM OF WORK:
Individual work.
Group discussion.
NEEDED MATERIALS:
The content of the fairy tale "Warm and fluffy" for the teacher, A4 sheets,
sheets markers, crayons,
pastels.
DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY:
ACTIVITY
The teacher tells pupilss that now he/she
h
would like to invite them to listen to a story and asks
them to sit comfortably. Then he/she
he
tells the fairy tale about "Warm and fluffy" with a calm
voice.
"Warm and fluffy" / unknown author /19

19

Content of the fairy tale after: http://pracowniakapeluszy.wordpress.com/2012/10/19/bajka-o-cieplym-ihttp://pracowniakapeluszy.wordpress.com/2012/10/19/bajka
puchatym/
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„A long time ago, far away, there was a good city. Its inhabitants
inhabitants lived happily, laughed, had
fun and never got sick. In this city there was a lot of warm and fluffy. It was soft, fluffy, very

light and pleasant to touch. People used to have such a habit that when they met with each
other, they shared a warm and fluffy saying: "Warm and fluffy for you and warm and fluffy
for me, warm and fluffy
luffy for me and warm and fluffy for you". And when they shared, warm
and fluffy grew and there were even more of it. It lasted so long and people learned that
when warm and fluffy grows their lives become more beautiful, hearts fill with love, and the
body is healthier.
One day a witch came to the happy city. The witch travelled all over the world and sold her
spells and medicines to people. However, in a good city no one wanted to buy medicine and
did not need spells, because everyone was healthy and happy.
The witch walked around the city watching people and their customs and did not understand
why she could not sell anything. After some time she realized that it’s because of warm and
fluffy. Once, watching how people share it, she decided to free them from warm and fluffy
and said to one of the residents: "You know? This warm and fluffy, which you got from your
friend, it was not his warm and fluffy at all. He gave you only what he
h got from you
yesterday". And to another inhabitant she said: "Did you notice that your neighbour gave you
yesterday less warm and fluffy than you gave him?”
She circled the city until she poisoned people's hearts and people looked at each other warily.
Less and less often they shared a warm and fluffy and kept them in their homes
and drawers, jealously guarding it and afraid of losing it. And warm and fluffy, which no one
shared, was less and less.
One day, the witch gave one of the inhabitants a little cold and spiky and said: "Cold
"
and spiky
for you and cold and spiky for me, cold and spiky for me and cold and spiky for you". And the
cold and spiky grew. People
Peop began to share the cold and spiky with each other. There were
diseases, happiness began to disappear from a good city, and people became sad and
unpleasant to themselves. Days, months and years passed. The witch sold her medicines to
people and became richer
icher and richer.. When she needed more money she shared cold and
spiky with people, and then people got sick more and came to her for medication.

From that moment, people began to share the warm and fluffy with each other again and
more happiness and joy appeared in their
their hearts, and the bodies were less ill. Then they
remembered the old custom and old times. They drove out the evil witch and tried to share as
much warm and fluffy as possible. However, there was also a cold and spiky in their town,
which had once been given
ven to them by a witch.
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Fortunately, two children playing with each other in the attic found in the old chest warm and
fluffy, which adults
dults hid long ago, so that no one would take it away. When children watched
it, they ripped it apart and divided it among themselves. And warm and fluffy immediately
grew, and the children felt that some joyful note appeared in their hearts. They ran to their
t
parentss and shared with them saying, “Warm and fluffy
f
for you and warm and fluffy for me."
And the warm and fluffy grew again.

And from then on, warm and fluffy circulates among people alternately with cold and spiky
and it depends only on people what they share with each other. And what they share will
grow, filling their hearts and thoughts.”
A moment after the story ends, the teacher gets up and walks with his/her
/her hands arranged in
such a way as if he/she was holding something in them and symbolically gives it to the one of
the children and tells "Warm and fluffy for you" and asks to pass it on
o to other children.
When the whole group transfers "Warm and fluffy",
", the teacher asks questions:
• What is "Warm and fluffy?" (What does symbolize this?)
• What is "Cold and spiky?"
s
• "What graphic symbol
sym
could describe Warm and fluffy as well as Cold and spiky?"
s
–
children draw their ideas on the papers and present them in the class;
class
• What feelings accompanied people when they shared "Warm
Warm and fluffy"?
fluffy - pupils
exchange positive feelings and write them on a large piece of paper. They repeat the
same exercise with
wi negative feelings.
• What a moral comes from this fairy tale?
After answering, each pupil gets up and says something nice to the person on the right.
HOW TO EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY:
ACTIVITY
Pupilss answer questions:
• What “warm and fluffy” did you give to your loved ones today?
• What did you give yourself?
• How often does it happen?
happen

TEACHER’S COMMENT:
„The
The children listened with great interest to "Fairy tales about warm and fluffy", they
understood what symbolizes "warm and fluffy" and what "cold and spiky". They drew
attention to the aspect of personal culture in relations with other people, they knew
what moral was flowing from this fairy tale.”
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„Exercise
cise at the end of the project. After reading the story I’ve changed the ending of
activity - I bought fluffy little balls and I had cups, there can also be small bags (like for
jewellery). I distributed five fluffy balls to the children and told them that this time they
had time to tell others something nice and then they could give their fluffy to a friend's
cup. At the end I asked how they felt when they gave
gave and how when they received. I
gave everyone two balls for a pencil case to remind them that it is better to give warm
w
and fluffy than cold and
an spiky ☺”
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THE MIME GAME
OBJECTIVES:
•
•

SUGGESTED AGE GROUP: pupils age 8-9 years old

Interpersonal communication;
communication
To enable students to distinguish between verbal and non-verbal
non verbal communication.
communication

WHEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE DURING DIDACTIC PROCESS:
Common routine.
METHODOLOGY:
Team game.
FORM OF WORK:
In groups.
NEEDED MATERIALS:
Instructions for non-verbal
verbal communication written on pieces of paper and rolled up.
up
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY:
1.
Divide the students into
into two groups and call upon one student from each group to
come out in turn and draw lots. He or she should obey the instructions written on the paper
and communicate something to the class (see
(
Instruction below).
). Ask the other group to
watch the student and
nd find out what the instructions were. If they could guess correctly, give
them 1 mark.
Ask every student from each group to draw lots in turn until all the lots have been
2.
drawn and the instructions carried out.
3.
Decide which group has won.
4.
The teacher should ask the following questions.
(a)
How did the students who drew lots act?
(b)
What gestures did they make?
(c)
What parts of the body did they use when they acted?
5.
Explain that in addition to speech, facial expressions, gestures and movements of
arms and legs may be used to convey one’s feelings or message to the other person. Such
use is called non-verbal
verbal communication.
In everyday communication, however, speech is usually used to communicate. This method
of communication is called verbal communication.
HOW TO EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY:
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Ask students to identify and mimic a situation related to a sentiment of their choice.
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You will be able to evaluate the effectiveness of this exercise by looking at the concepts that
students try to communicate through gestures
gestures and facial expressions. This activity will allow
you to understand if the value of non-verbal
non verbal communication has been understood and the
possibility of externalizing one's own moods without using words.

 Additional
dditional material
Instructions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Press your head and make a grimace. (Has a stomach head)
Yawn and put your hand in front of your mouth. (Feels sleepy)
Look up at the sky and snorts (Feels bored)
Look around and bar the eyes (feels lost)
Look around and your forehead frowns (Looks for someone)
Hold the chin
c
with your hand (thinks)
Dry your eyes with your hands (Feels sad)
Cover your face with your hands (Feels worried)
Raise your arms up in victory and smile (Feels satisfied)
Make a grimace and shake your hands. (Does not agree)
Frown and scratch your head.
h
(Does not understand)
Laugh heartily. (Feels pleased)
Stare. (Is surprised)
Sob. (Is sorrowful)

TEACHER’S COMMENT:
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„This
This exercise was difficult at first for some students. However, with subsequent
instructions, they tried to convey them better and better using gestures and facial
expressions. This exercise allowed me to observe that students understood the value of
nonverbal communication.”
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CLASS CALENDAR
OBJECTIVES:
•
•

SUGGESTED AGE GROUP: pupils age 8-9 year old

Developing reading and speaking skills for pupils;
Developing good relationships, both between students and between teacher and
pupils.

WHEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE DURING DIDACTIC PROCESS:
These activities are appropriate for the beginning of the lesson / day. This will create a good
mood and students will concentrate more easily for the rest of the day.
(integration of a class, starting a lesson/day, evaluation of a day, additional activity, common
routine, in case of unexpected situation…)
METHODOLOGY:
The methodology is based on various activities. Students will paint, sing, play, read and write.
(drama, art activity, Edward de Bono’s methods…)
FORM OF WORK:
Each week will be given the opportunity to participate in the whole class.
class.
(individual, in pairs, in groups, whole class)
NEEDED MATERIALS:
Required materials are: paper, colored pencils, pens, colored paper, scissors and whiteboard
markers.
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY:
Each month has a different theme with great prompts, questions, and inspiration for you and
your students. The students
tudents will begin the lesson in English by reading the assignment for
that day from the calendar. Then the teacher gives the students the opportunity to say what
they think about the question.
question. The questions are different. There are also fun tasks,
challenges etc. It is important for students to wish to participate. The goal is not to worry
about speaking and expressing their opinion.

The evaluation of this activity
activity will take place at the end of each month. Since the entire class
will participate, it is logical for students to be encouraged with appropriate prizes.
Certificates for reading, speaking, drawing, singing, good attitude towards others will be
prepared.
ared. At the end of the school year a short celebration, prepared by the students and the
teacher, can be made.
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HOW TO EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY:

COMMENTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION (if possible)

These activities can also be used after the end of the project.
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 Calendar in the Annex No. 2
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COMMON HEADS
OBJECTIVES
•

SUGGESTED AGE GROUP: pupils age 8-9 years old

Interpersonal communication.
communication

WHEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE DURING DIDACTIC PROCESS:
Common routine.
METHODOLOGY:
Team game.
FORM OF WORK:
In groups.
NEEDED MATERIALS:
Instructions for non-verbal
verbal communication written on pieces of paper and rolled up.
up
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY:
ACTIVITY
1. The teacher gives a problem to be solved .
2. All students in the team answer the question on their own recording document.
document At this
time the
he teammates should not see what the student is writing down. Also no talking is
allowed at this stage.
3. When all teammates have finished jotting down their answers,
answers, the teacher says, "Common
heads!"
4. All students share their answers and discuss. They must agree on one answer.
5. The students in the group must pick papers with numbers on them. The student with the
highest number must report the answer to the class.
HOW TO EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY:
ACTIVITY
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Active monitoring from part of teacher is needed to evaluate the success of the activity. The
teacher needs to give a value from 1-5
1 5 (5 being the best) to the particular activity following
each class. At the end of the
the month a mean score is obtained and that can be a good
indication as to how this activity works. Twice each month somebody outside of the class (a
colleague) needs to be asked to evaluate the activity on the same scale. Their mean score
then has to be compared
pared to the one given by the teacher themselves.
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SNAKES AND LADDERS FOR KNOWING EACH OTHER
OBJECTIVES
•

SUGGESTED AGE GROUP: pupils age 8-9 and 10-11 years old

INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION – SOCIAL SKILLS
One of the most urgent problem of our complex society is learning to live together and
considering differences as a treasure, an opportunity of growing for everyone.
Social skills are essential for inclusion and education, tolerance and acceptation of others.
The capacity of creating and keeping interpersonal relations helps everyone to develop
healthy social contexts as places of constructive interactions, in which people can learn to
preserve relationships but also to positively elaborate and pass a relation’s end.

WHEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE DURING DIDACTIC PROCESS:
Additional activity.
METHODOLOGY:
Game, Cycle time.
FORM OF WORK:
Whole class.
NEEDED MATERIALS:
Game board; Pieces; Dice; Game cards.
DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY:
Aims
Proposed activities aims at increasing children’s awareness of the relational network and of the
meaning it has in their everyday life, in which relationships (depending on “how much” they are and
“how” they are) produce wellness and serenity.
So actions aim at:
- leaning children to communicate and interact with each other,
- helping children to know their own and other’s qualities that can support the developing of
pleasant relations.
Realisation of activities
It is the classic “Snakes and Ladders” game: each player, in his/her turn, rolls the dice and advances
on the game-board (see Annex 1) for a number of squares in the amount of the number come out.
Then he/she reads the card (see Annex 2) that corresponds to the square’s number and carries out
what the card says.
Game goes on up to the finish line.
At the end of the game, children are invited to a cycle-time, in order to answer some questions:
- what have I discovered about others that I didn’t know?
- what have I let others learn about me?
- what do I like of others?
- in what would I like to be similar to others?
- in what would I like others were similar to me?

TEACHER’S COMMENT:
„The
The students enjoyed the game very much.
I had to plan the division into groups well, so that the children would not argue, who
should be in the group with whom. I bought candies in five colours (I didn't let them eat
them and gave out the cards with group numbers e.g. 1 green; 2 red; 3 yellow, 4
orange, 5 purple). I said that candy is
is a game pawn and I asked if they can already play
within their team? No - they have one colour of pawns.
So they had to mix so that each group had all colours and numbers 11-5. After such
castling they could start playing. At the end of the game, of course,
course, groups could eat
their game pawns.
Children were asking if there must be enough points to finish the game
ga
or if they
could throw more.”
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ANNEX 1
Game board

ANNEX 2
Game cards

1
In which month have other
participants their birthday?
If you make more than 2
mistakes move back to the
Start square.

5
You have been rude with
other people: stay seated on
the chair for a round.

2

3

Choose a member of the
group and try to guess his/her
favourite ice-cream
ice
taste
(before you say it, let him/her
tell it to another person in the
group).
If you get wrong, move back
one square.

Choose a member of the
group and try to guess his/her
favourite fruit
(before you say it, let him/her
tell it to another person in the
group).
If you get wrong, move back
one square.

6
Say a good quality of each
participant.

10
9
Someone has broken a glass
during the lunchtime: stay for
a round.

You have obtained a beautiful
mark or realised a particularly
laborious work and the whole
class celebrate you.
Advance 2 squares.

7
You are a little sad: ask each
participant to make a funny
face.

4
Close your eyes and turn
around. Just one person
lightly touch your back and
you have to guess who he/she
is.
If you get wrong, move back
one square.

8
Tell a pleasant experience you
have had out of the school.

11

12

Close your eyes and do not
cheat.
One of the group goes in front
of you. Just touching his/her
face, you have to guess who
he/she is.
If you get wrong move back to
the square you come from.

Close your eyes and do not
cheat.
One of the group goes in front
of you. Just touching his/her
hands, you have to guess who
he/she is.
If you get wrong move back to
the square you come from.

13
Close your eyes and do not
cheat. One of the group
whispers in your ear “Peter
Piper picked a peck of pickled
peppers. How many pickled
peppers did Peter Piper pick?”
(or another different tongue
twister). You have to guess
who he/she is.
If you get wrong move back to
the square you come from.

14

15

16

There is an unexpected award
for you.
Advance 2 squares.

There is a quarrelling
atmosphere. Stay for a round
to let things cool down.

Say what’s the food you
especially like to buy doing
shopping.

20
17

18
Tonight you don’t want to
go to sleep.
Move back to the square 14.

19
Complete this phrase with a
rhyme:
“My class is a beautiful class
…”
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If you were an animal you’d
be …
Explain why.

STOP!
Stop here! Wait the other
players! Your trophy is too
heavy, you need some help
to raise it up and celebrate
at least!
A shared victory is a double
victory!
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THE TOWER
OBJECTIVES:

SUGGESTED AGE GROUP: pupils age 10-11 years old

Thanks to the implementation
ntation of the exercise, pupils:
pupils
•
•
•
•

develop planning and organizational skills;
increase motivation to act - how competition influences the motivation to act;
develop the skill of cooperation and interpersonal communication;
develop their creativity.

WHEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE DURING DIDACTIC PROCESS:
PROCESS
Exercise can be implemented during the educational hour.
METHODOLOGY:
Expressive and practical methods;
Techniques: Interactive games and activities.
activities
FORM OF WORK:
Work in small groups (4--6 people)
NEEDED MATERIALS:
The amount of materials depends on the size of the group and the number of small teams (4(4
6 people). Each team should receive identical materials, e.g. 5 sheets for flipchart, 10 sheets
of A4, 20 sheets of self-adhesive,
adhesive, 1 pair of scissors, two glues, 2 adhesive
adhesive tapes.
DECRIPTION OF ACTIVITY:
ACTIVITY
We divide pupilss into smaller teams of 4-6
4 6 people. It is important that the number of people
in teams is the same. Each team has to build a tower. The task of the groups is to build the
highest and stable tower that stands alone. In addition, the tower must stand on the floor,
but it cannot
not be supported by any other elements of the room or equipment. For example, it
cannot be supported by a wall, a chair, etc. A tower can only be built only from the received
elements/materials.. Time for the task is 30 minutes. At the time, pupils
pupil are devising a
construction strategy and building a tower.
After 30 minutes, the teacher completes the exercise and all together evaluate the towers in
terms of the criteria set out at the beginning.

Pupilss answer questions:
• Are you satisfied with the effect of your work? What does it affect?
• How was the cooperation in teams? Has a leader emerged?
emerge
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HOW TO EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY:
ACTIVITY

•
•
•
•

How did you talk to each other? If the good achieved effect was supported by the
communication between you?
you Why?
How did you look for a solution? What were the ideas for building the tower?
How did you build towers? Have you developed the tower building
buildin strategies at the
beginning of the task? What did it relate to?
Will you change something in your realization of the task now? If yes: What would
you change?

COMMENTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION (if possible)
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To make this activity more attractive, you can change the materials from which the tower is
built. You can use, for example, drinking straws, pasta (e.g. spaghetti), etc. It all depends on
the imagination and manual possibilities of pupils.
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WHERE IS THE STRESS?
OBJECTIVES:

SUGGESTED AGE GROUP: pupils age 10-11 years old

Thanks to the implementation of the exercise, pupils:
•
•
•

will be able to define stress;
will know where stress can be placed in the human body;
learn how to deal with stress.

WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
PLEMENT THE PRACTICE DURING DIDACTIC PROCESS:
PROCESS
Exercise can be done during the educational hour, or during the didactic process, when there
is such a need, e.g. a few days after the situation that aroused strong emotions of pupils, to
show them the consequences
consequences of, for example, stress and show ways to deal with stress.
stress
METHODOLOGY:
Expressive and practical methods;
Techniques: Interactive games and activities.
activities
FORM OF WORK:
Individual work.
Teamwork - in a large group.
NEEDED MATERIALS:
Large paper carton (approximately 150 - 170 cm X 80 -100 cm), multi-coloured
coloured sticky notes
(large amount), markers, crayons.
DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY:
ACTIVITY
We divide the pupils into smaller groups of 4-5
4 5 people. Each team writes on the sticky notes
the factors
ors that cause stress. One factor on one note - it can also be represented
symbolically, by drawing etc. This part is lasting for about 10 minutes. Then the pupils
present their work - sticking the notes e.g. on the wall and immediately grouping them into
certain categories such as stress at school, stress at home, stress related to building
relationships, etc. depending on the proposals that pupilss will have. To sum up this part of
the exercise, we talk about what situations stress young people.

Note: If the group is very large, it can be prepared several contours of a human figure and
continue the entire exercise until a summary in smaller groups.
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In the next stage, please apply for one volunteer. The pupil is placed on the large paper on
the floor and the remaining pupils mark the contour of the lying person with a marker. In this
way, one large outline of a human figure is created.

In groups, pupilss wonder where in the body
they experience stress the most. On a large
human figure created, each group marks the
places where we usually experience stress.
It is important that each group has a
different colour of the marker. (In
(I the case
of working in smaller groups, each pupil can
have his own pen colour).

The final stage of the exercise is to talk
t how people can deal with stress. Pupils share ideas brainstorming - what can be done to deal with stress or how to prevent escalation of
emotions.
Examples from the teacher (if pupilss do not tell them), for example, crush a sheet of paper as
their anger
ger and throw it into the bin.
HOW TO EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY:
ACTIVITY
Pupilss answer questions:
• Where is the stress (or negative emotions) placed in the body?
• How can you deal with this stress?
• What did you learn during the activity?
• Did something surprise you during activity? (If yes: What was it?)
COMMENTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION (if possible)

The lecturer discusses various symptoms of stress:
• physiological symptoms,
symptoms
• emotions in the sphere of emotions,
emotions
• symptoms in the sphere of correctness of thinking,
thinking
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The exercise can be supplemented with theoretical content: We talk about various somatic
reactions, emotional reactions and ways of behaviour that are the result of stress.

•
•

behavioural symptoms,
symptoms
symptoms in the sphere of life philosophy.

Exercise can be carried
rried out in an analogous form in relation to the topic of experiencing and
dealing with strong emotions.
TEACHER’S COMMENT:
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„II completed this exercise before mathematical competitions. I supplemented it with
theoretical content. The students were able to indicate in which places they feel the
most stress. They gave their own examples of how they deal with stress, e.g.
- going to the swimming pool;
- reading your favourite book;
- comforting in mom's arms;
arms
- eating favourite dessert, etc..”
etc..
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THERMOMETER OF FEELINGS
OBJECTIVES:

SUGGESTED AGE GROUP: pupils age 10-11 years old

Thanks to the implementation of the exercise, pupils:
1. develop emotional awareness - develop the ability to recognize and name emotions;
2. develop the ability to pay attention to emotions in different situations, e.g. in conflict
situations (they will pay attention to what the accumulation of negative emotions can
lead to);
3. develop the need to express emotions and talk about their causes:
4. change the way of thinking about expressing emotions.
emotions
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE DURING DIDACTIC PROCESS:
PROCESS
The exercise can be completed at the end of the teaching process, as a summary of the topic
of dealing with emotions.
ons. Also during conflict
c
situations among pupilss to teach them how to
deal with such situations.
situations
METHODOLOGY:
Expressive and practical methods;
Techniques: Interactive games and activities.
FORM OF WORK:
Individual work and work in small groups.
groups
NEEDED MATERIALS:
•
•

Worksheet with thermometer
Crayons
rayons / markers

1. Introduction to the subject of emotions. Discussion with pupils about what emotions
pupilss know, what are pleasant and what are unpleasant emotions.
emotions You can write
emotions on the board.
2. Pupils work with a worksheet (worksheet in the attachment to the exercises).
The worksheet contains situations that can cause anger or other unpleasant emotions.
Read them carefully. In a few windows you will find empty spaces - put in a different
situation there, in which you still feel anger or other unpleasant emotions.
On the right side you can see a thermometer on which, using colours, you can determine
how much emotion you feel when you encounter each of these situations.
situations
Now try to remember how you felt in the situations described in the window. Then,
colour the intensity of the emotion that you think is appropriate with the right colour.
Colour the thermometer with colours that mean:
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DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY:
ACTIVITY

6

Leave me alone!

5

I’m feeling agressive!

4

I’m starting to feel angry!

3

I’m beginning to feel unhappy!

2

I’m feeling anxious!

1

I’m feeling calm!

77

3. Discussion and presentation of pupils' work - it can be implemented in small
groups.
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HOW TO EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY:
ACTIVITY
Discussion with pupils:
•
•
•
•

What causes accumulation of anger and other unpleasant emotions?
When can the "explosion" of emotions take place?
Is this "explosion" always adequate to the situation?
What are the ways that these emotions do not increase? (For example: conversation
- when we talk about feelings, especially those unpleasant - this is a way to release
them, to catch a breath).

COMMENTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION (if possible)
A PowerPoint presentation presenting a thermometer of emotions – an increase of emotions
up to an explosion, can in a vivid way show the growing of emotions.

TEACHER’S COMMENT:
„++ Blanco Brown welcome dance "The git up" - the children repeat the movements of
the song, the password change first pair goes to the end of the series, the song lasts
until each pair can be a leading pair for a moment.

78

Aids used in addition - the puzzle "emotions" - discussing with children that there are no
bad emotions, only the way of expression may be incorrect.
"WRATH" IS NECESSARY, THAT DOESN'T LEAD ANYTHING, it is not constructive.”
constructive.
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When somebody
takes something
what is mine.

When I do not
understand
something.

When someone
does not want to
do what I am asking
for.

When
something does
not come out.

When someone
yells at me.

When I have to wait
long for something.

When someone
laughs at me.

When I lose.
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When someone
criticizes me.
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WORDS FOR FEELINGS
OBJECTIVES:
•
•
•
•

SUGGESTED AGE GROUP: pupils age 10-11 years old

Emotional intelligence,
intelligen empathy/copying with stress;
To introduce the children to awareness of basics of feelings;
To introduce the children
c
to the ‘feelings chart’;
To help children accept that it is natural to feel various emotions.
emotions

WHEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE DURING DIDACTIC PROCESS:
Common routine.
METHODOLOGY:
General discussion.
FORM OF WORK:
Whole class.
NEEDED MATERIALS:
Black board and chalk, 2 chart papers and sketch pens, drawing
rawing paper, crayons.
crayons
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY:
1. The facilitator begins by generating a discussion on feelings by asking questions such as,
“How do you feel when someone gives you a present?” Write the “feeling word” given in the
answer on the board (e.g. happy).
2. “How do you feel when your teacher tells you that you did a “good job”? Write the
“feeling word” on the board. Continue eliciting feeling words from the group, writing the list
on the board. This is a good opportunity to indicate some distinction between feelings and
thoughts. For example: the question, “how do you feel when someone makes fun of you?” if
answered with, “I think it is reprehensible behavior”, is a feeling question with a ‘thinking’
answer. An answer such as, “I feel angry” is a feeling answer, in response to the same
question,
n, demonstrating awareness of the feeling taking place and giving it recognition.
recognition

4. On the chart, make the final list. Write it on a chart so that it can
can be preserved. Allow the
children to copy the list in their Journals.
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3. What are the names of the emotions/feelings you can think of? Ask the children to name
all the ‘emotions’ or ‘feeling words’ they can think of. Simultaneously, separate feeling
f
words
from non-feeling
feeling words, in their list and also point out and explain the non-feeling
non
words that
may come up (The Facilitator may refer to the
the checklist of basic feelings).

5. Put up the EMOTIONS CHART which has been prepared by you in advance.
Read aloud each incident/event and ask the children how many of them would feel sad or
happy or other basic emotion
emotion if this happened to them. Make the children raise their hands
and count hands and write the number(s) on the chart at the appropriate places. Discuss how
people react differently and how it is okay to feel whatever you feel.
6. It may be also worthwhile
worthwhile to have the children choose a feeling word from the list
(checklist of Basic Emotions) or even choose how they are feeling at that moment and draw a
picture of that feeling and write it in the journal.
7. At first it is difficult for the children to get
get in touch with actual feeling and feeling words.
With help and lots of examples, they soon become more aware and are eager to share.
Getting in touch with their feelings gives them an opportunity to handle them and release
them.
opy the chart of emotions into their note books/journals. At the end
8. Ask the children to copy
of the session the children have to draw a circle in their journal of how each of them “felt”
about ‘Life Skills’ class which has being conducted as work.
HOW TO EVALUATE THE
HE ACTIVITY:
The responses to the play provide an excellent opportunity to evaluate the success of the
lesson. Students understanding of the subject matter should be clear from their discussion
about how to respond to “Feelings Chart”.
Chart”

 Additional
dditional material

20

•

Fear → feeling of being afraid, frightened.

•

Anger → feeling angry. A stronger word for anger is rage.

•

Sadness → feeling sad. Other words are sorrow, grief (a stronger feeling, for example when
someone has died).

•

Joy → feeling happy. Other words are happiness, gladness.

•

Disgust → feeling something is wrong or nasty.
nasty

There are eight basic emotions according Robert Plutchik's theory.
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Check list of Basic Emotions20

•

Surprise → being unprepared for something.
something

•

Trust → a posibve emobon; admirabon is stronger; acceptance is weaker.

•

Anticipation → in the sense of looking
looking forward positively to something which is going to
happen.

Feelings chart

Incident
In the family they
scold me

Emotion
Happy

Sad

Angry

…..

I missed a task at
school
I remain locked in a
room
I lost a friend's gift
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my friends do not
listen to what I say
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GOOD MORNING, CAPTAIN!
OBJECTIVES:
•
•
•
•

SUGGESTED AGE GROUP: pupils age 10-11 year old

Creating a positive classroom atmosphere of acceptance and tolerance between pupils;
Helping pupils get to know each other better;
Developing effective listening skills;
Relieving stress and having fun at the end of the class.

WHEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE DURING DIDACTIC PROCESS:
Additional activity at the end of the class.
class
METHODOLOGY:
Edward de Bono’s methods.
methods
FORM OF WORK:
Whole class.
NEEDED MATERIALS:
Whiteboard markers.
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY:
At the end of each lesson one of the pupils comes in front and
and turns its back on the class.
He/she is the Captain. Three pupils are invited to describe
describe themselves in 30 seconds. They
may reveal whatever interesting information they decide except
except personal names. The point is
that each Captain manages to guess who his/her three classmates
classmates are. If he/she succeeds in
doing so, the whole class will sing for him/her “Raise your hands
hands up in the air and for our
Captain say hooray! HOORAY!!!
HOW TO EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY:
At the end of the school year the pupils will fill in a questionnaire
questionnaire including interesting
personal facts about each one of them. They will have to guess and match the names of their
classmates to the corresponding information.

When we create a positive classroom atmosphere, students learn better.
er. Every student must
feel safe and important in the class in order for maximum learning to take place. A positive
classroom environment does not just happen; the teacher leads to it and helps the class with
creating it.
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COMMENTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION

TEACHER’S COMMENT:
„The kids liked the exercise very much, it was fun at the end of the class, at the end of
the week. The exercise had a positive
posit atmosphere in the classroom.”
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“Very
Very good game at the end of the class. Children love it ☺ Especially “the
the cheers”
cheers ☺”
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QUIZ MARKET
OBJECTIVES:

SUGGESTED AGE GROUP: pupils age 10-11 years old

Competence of cooperation
ooperation:
• To teach children how to discuss learning material;
material
• To teach children how to assess each other.

WHEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE DURING DIDACTIC PROCESS:
Common routine.
METHODOLOGY:
General discussion.
FORM OF WORK:
Whole class.
NEEDED MATERIALS:
Cards, pens.
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY:
ACTIVITY
Cards can be made out of anything even fancy ones that are typed up and enhanced with clip
art. A question is written on one side of the card and the answer is written on the other side.
Each side needs to be labeled with 'Question' or 'Answer' for clarity.
How it Works:
Quiz market is an active structure in which students stand up, partner up, and quiz each
other with questions. It appears simple at first glance, but social skills are incorporated in the
structure.
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1. Students find a partner, high five them and say, "Hi,
"Hi partner!"
2. Student one questions student two using the question on their card. They hold the
question side of the card to their partner and keep the answer side facing them. If the
partner answers correctly, they receive a praise. If they answer incorrectly,
incorrectly, they are given a
hint.
3. Student two quizzes student one using the same process described above.
4. When both students have questioned each other, they high-five
high five and say, "Bye, partner!"
and they find a new partner.
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HOW TO EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY:
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Active monitoring from part of teacher is needed to evaluate the success of the activity. The
teacher needs to give a value from 1-5
1 5 (5 being the best) to the particular activity following
each class. At the end of the month a mean score is obtained and that
t
can be a good
indication as to how this activity works. Twice each month somebody outside of the class (a
colleague) needs to be asked to evaluate the activity on the same scale. Their mean score
then has to be compared to the one given by the teacher themselves.
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CONSCIOUS EATING
OBJECTIVES:
SUGGESTED AGE GROUP:: All ages.
• Improves focus,
cus, concentration and learning;
• Improves creativity;
• Enhances
nhances gratitude and happiness;
• Improves Comprehension.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE DURING DIDACTIC PROCESS:
It can be done before eating something.
METHODOLOGY:
Mindfulness applied in the school environment.
FORM OF WORK:
Done individually but with the whole class at the same time.
NEEDED MATERIALS:
Something to eat, a raisin or another small food that is connected with nature.
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY:

1. We cover a raisin in a tissue and tell the class to close their eyes. We give a tissue with a
raisin inside.
2. We tell them to open de tissue with eyes closed and sense with their hands what it’s
inside, tell them to smell it.
3. We are going to visualize about how it got from the grapevine into our hands:
ha
- We imagine thee worms that nourished the soil… Thank you, worms!
- The sun, the rain that fed the vines, the time it took to grow,
grow, one day and another day...
day..
Thank you, nature!
- The farmers who took care of the vines and harvested the grapes… Thank you, farmers!
f
- The workers who harvested the grapes, put them out to dry, and boxed them up as
raisins… Thank you, workers!
- The truck drivers who drove the raisins to the store… Thank you, truck drivers!
- The person who bought the raisins and brought
brough them to you… (Children thank you.)
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Before eating a raisin or something else, we make a pause to become aware and thank the
people, places, and things that were part of its journey, from the tree to our table, and that
enables us to eat this food.

4. Now, let’s start eating the raisin slowly, being conscious of every bite, every flavour. Put it
first in your mouth for a moment, without chewing, and notice what that feels like. Then
spend a moment just chewing it. And, finally,
finally, swallow it. Pay careful attention to how each
step feels.
HOW TO EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY:
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Have you thought about your food this way before?
Do you think about raisins differently now?
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BODY SCAN
OBJECTIVES:
• Improves
oves concentration and learning;
• Reduces stress, anxiety and depression;
• Improves creativity;
• Emotional regulation and care;
• Corporal awareness.

SUGGESTED AGE GROUP:
GROUP all ages

WHEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE DURING DIDACTIC PROCESS:
It can be done at any time. Is a good practice to become relax and could be nice to do it at
the end of the day. It is a practice that can be integrated as a common routine in your daily
life.
METHODOLOGY:
Mindfulness applied in the school environment.
environment
FORM OF WORK:
It’s an activity done Individually and with the whole class.
NEEDED MATERIALS:
You can put some relaxing music on the back of the exercise, and use a meditation bowl to
mark the beginning and end of the activity. The sound of the bowl will
will help to go back to the
present moment and students will associated with the state of meditation.
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY:
1) Lie down on your back in a comfortable position, on top of a blanquette or a matt. Let
your legs and your arms relax on the sides of your body and close your eyes.

3) Focuss your attention in your feet: how are your feet? Can you feel them? Are they
relaxed? How is there temperature in your feet? It’s also okay if you feel nothing at all. Put
your intention in relaxing your feet and put a smile on them and thank them for all that they
are able to do for you, walk, jump, move. Thank your feet both feet. If your mind gets
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2) Take 3 slow and deep breaths. Connect with your body while you are breathing, feel how
your belly or chest moves up and down, you can out a hand on top to feel the changes in
your body while breathing.

distracted, is perfectly ok, just get back your attention to your feet again as you realize.
real
There
is nothing to do, nowhere
where to go, nothing to worry about, just
just rest on the floor and feel how
it’s holding your entire body, hoe you can rest on the surface and feel the soft and gentle
touch with the floor.
4) Now we are going to put or attention on our legs, feeling them. What is their
temperature? Are they relaxed
relaxed or tense? Feel how they are touching the blanquette and the
pressure to the floor, fell your knees relaxing, letting them rest on the floor that are holding
them. Make a smile with your face to your legs and your knees and thank them for all they
do for
or you, they enable you to walk, to jump. Now you can speak to them and tell them you
are grateful for all they do for you.
5) Now move your attention to your belly. Feel how is your belly, is the place where we have
a lot of emotions. It normally moves up
up and down when you breathe, like the waves of the
sea, coming up and down. You might feel like full or hungry, or something else, just let it be,
whatever it is that is happening and breath it. Smile to your belly and thank it for all that is
doing for you,
u, all the organs that enable you to eat, digest, detox the body.
If you get distracted and cannot focus, that’s normal and it’s perfect as it is. Gently practice
coming back again and again to how your chest and feel you breathe coming in and out.
6) Now, bring your attention to your chest. Feel the connection with your breathing, with
the movement of your chest going up and down. Feel the air coming in and out of your lungs,
your heart beat…
7) Now turn your attention to your hands. Feel how they contact the floor, you don’t have
to do anything, just let them relax on the floor, let the floor hold them and Let them relax.
Now smile to your hands, put a big smile on your face and thank your hands for all the things
they do for you, eatt with your folk, touch someone you love, hold a pencil etc.
8) Move your attention into your arms. And see if you can find a moment of stillness at the
end of your breath. Feel your arms, if there’s any tension, if they are relaxed. And smile to
your arms and thank them for all they do for you.

10) We go upwards to our neck and shoulders. Just by putting our attention on them we
help
lp them to get more relaxed. Help your neck and shoulders to relax, the hold so much all
through the day. Give them a smile, and thank them for all they do for you during the day.
They hold straight all your back and your head, take a moment to be grateful to them.
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9) Now go with your attention to your back. feel it touching the floor and notice how it
rocks with each breath as a soft caress. If you mind goes somewhere else, it’s perfectly ok,
the mind normally does this, just
just go back to your back again. Whenever you feel your mind
gets busy or worried you can take it back to your body, and the mind will get relaxed in the
present moment.

11) Now feel your face and your head. Ow is your facial expression, do you feel relaxed?
Relax your eyes, your mouth, your chicks. And give a smile to your head and face, and thank
them for all they do for you. You can smile, eat, see, speak, think.
think. Realize all you receive from
them.
12) Now pay attention to your whole body. Check how your whole body is feeling right now.
And accompany your breath coming in and out of your body. feel the gratefulness of having a
body, if you don’t feel it, is also
a ok. Just let these words come into you.
You can start to move your hands slowly, your feet, respecting the time your need for doing
so time. And you can start opening your eyes when your feel ready, and slowly star to
come back to a sitting position.

HOW TO EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY:
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The level of relaxation before and after the practice.
You can measure the pulsations before and after the practice.
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COUNTING BREATHS
In meditation or mindfulness, the attention on the
breathing is one of the main focus. This attention on
the breathing, will to help us to become more
present and connected to the present moment, the
Here and Now that is happening, and will enable us
to access inner resources that will help us to become
balance and self- empowered.

OBJECTIVES:
• Reduces stress and anxiety;
• Favours self-control;
• Helps emotional regulation;
• Develops concentration and focus.

SUGGESTED AGE GROUP:
GROUP All ages
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE DURING DIDACTIC PROCESS:
It is a practice that can be integrated as a common routine at the beginning or at the end of
the day. The more we practice, the more we’ll develop this connection with the body
through the breathing and learn to self-regulate
self
our emotions.
METHODOLOGY:
Mindfulness applied in the school environment.
FORM OF WORK:
It is an individual practice that can be done with the whole class.
NEEDED MATERIALS:
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You can put some very relaxing music on the back of the exercise if you want, or do it without
any music.
You can use a meditation bowl/ Buddhist plates, to mark the beginning and end of the
activity. The sound of the bowl will help the class to go back to
to the present moment and the
students will associated it with the state of meditation.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY:
1. Sit in a chair or on the floor with you back straight and your body relaxed in a
comfortable position, resting your hands gently on your
y
knees.
2. Breath in naturally, and say 1 internally in your mind. Then breath out slowly and relax
your feet and toes (you can describe more, to feel how the let go into the floor etc). Rise
one finger when you finish, and wait for everyone before we go to the next breathing.
3. Breath in naturally and say 2 internally in your mind. Then, as you breathe out slowly,
relax your legs. Rise two fingers.
4. Breath in again, and say 3 in silence in your mind. Then, as you breathe out, relax your
tummy. Rise 3 fingers
5. Breath in again naturally, and say 4 in your mind. Then, as you breathe out, put the
intention on relaxing your chest and lungs. Rise 4 fingers.
6. Breath in again slowly and say 5 in your mind. As your breath out, relax your hands and
arms, feel how they get
ge more relaxed. Rise 5 fingers.
7. Breath in slowly and count 6 in your mind. As you breathe out, relax your neck and you’
your shoulders. Feel how your muscles get each time more and more relaxed. Rise 1
finder again.
8. Breath in slowly and count 7 in your mind. Breath out and relax your head and your
whole face, feel how all your head gets relaxed. Rise two fingers.
9. Breath in naturally as you count 8. And as you breathe out, go to a place in your body
where you feel any contraction or tensions, or a place where
where you feel you need some
care or relaxation. And breath out slowly in that part of your body. Rise 3 fingers.
10. Again, breath in naturally and count 9. Breath out slowly and relax your heart and open it
to yourself. Rise 4 fingers.
11. Again, breath in naturally
naturally and count 10. Breath out slowly and relax your whole body,
feet, legs, belly, hands, chest, neck head… relax all your body breathing out. Rise 5
fingers.
12. As you finish, you can slowly open your eyes and see around you, the room, other people
that are with you.

HOW TO EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY:

COMMENTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION
Try to synchronize the class in the counting with their fingers.
For small children they can count only until 5.
It also can be needed a brief
b
introduction to meditation.
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Did you mind get quiet while you were counting breaths?
Did you feel relaxed?
How many breaths did it take you to feel relaxed?
Did your mind stayed quite or busy after you finished the meditation?

TEACHER’S COMMENT:
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„II used this exercise when the children were tired during the afternoon lesson.
I observed that the exercise helped reduce anxiety and improve student concentration.”
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CONFLICTS, NO!
OBJECTIVES:
SUGGESTED AGE GROUP:: All ages.
• Negotiating
otiating conflicts (re)solution;
• Developing both critical and creative thinking;
• Developing the ability to observe, analyse and discuss/argument the
t reason for a
decision-making;
making;
• Promoting the interpersonal relationship in order to achieve common objectives, by
sharing different visions/perspectives.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE DURING DIDACTIC PROCESS:
Intervening subjects: Artistic Expression, Study of Environment, Citizenship and
Development.
METHODOLOGY:
work
Role-playing; Handicraft work.
FORM OF WORK:
In group.
NEEDED MATERIALS:
Cards with the description of conflict situations;
situations
Worksheet;
Diverse materials according to the role-plays;
role
Cardboards.

Each group representative takes out a card with a conflict situation. Every group will have
about 30/40
0 minutes to prepare the presentation of the situation exposed and find out a
solution to manage the conflict.
Each group, one at a time, roleplays its situation (conflict and management/resolution). After
each presentation, the other groups are invited to make a critical reflection about what they
have seen.
Afterwards, each group should also make/write a cartoon about the conflict situation and its
resolution.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY:
This activity needs an ample space (like a gym-sports
gym
pavillion).
Groups of 4/5 elements must be formed and one representative chosen within the group.

HOW TO EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY:
Direct observation (participation, interest,
int
commitment, cooperation);
Pupils’ works.

TEACHER’S COMMENT:
„A lot of time is needed;
Big space needed;
For the older age group.”
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•
•
•
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GROUP CLASS
OBJECTIVES:
SUGGESTED AGE GROUP:: All ages.
• Promoting cooperation among the different
diff
education agents/players;
• Acting according to classroom and school rules;
• Encouraging both group reflection and self-reflection
self
about attitudes and
behaviours;
• Increasing feelings/sense of sharing and respect for the others.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE DURING DIDACTIC PROCESS:
Along the school year.
Intervening subjects: National Language,, Study of Environment, Citizenship and
Development.
METHODOLOGY:

Debate (Assembly).
FORM OF WORK:
Class group.
NEEDED MATERIALS:

Two boxes (one green and one red), A4 lined sheet of paper and a pen.

There should be two small boxes in the classroom (like shoe covered boxes) – a green one
labelled with the words “went well” and a red one labelled with the words “went wrong”.
During the week, the pupils must put in the boxes the papers where they have registered
attitudes and behaviours (themselves’ or their mates’) that they have found correct or
incorrect, and activities or tasks they have enjoyed. Each student
student must write down his name
on the paper so that it can be validated during the plenary.
At the end of the week, the class will meet in Assembly in order to open the boxes and reflect
on the results. It should be conducted by a president, which can be the
the class representative.
There should also be a secretary who must register in a minute meeting all the topics
discussed, as well as the decisions taken by the group. This task can be done by the second
class representative. However, these roles can be on a rolling basis, for instance, by following
the students’ names in an alphabetic order. This way every child will have the chance to play
these roles.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY:

The president starts the Assembly asking the secretary to open the green box and read the
papers on it and
d then the red one. As long as the papers are read, he/she asks the group to
comment on what they hear and mediates the debate. He/she also asks the Assembly for
opinions and decisions to be registered in the meeting minute. At the end, he/she finishes
the meeting/assembly. After being read and approved by all the Assembly members, the
minute is weekly affixed in the classroom and signed by both the president and secretary.
HOW TO EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY:
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Direct observation (participation, interest, commitment, cooperation).
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SONG WITH DIFFERENT RYTHMS
OBJECTIVES:
SUGGESTED AGE GROUP:: All ages.
• Promoting teamwork;
• Recognizing the importance of working in teams, respecting mates’ skills;
• Developing the love/taste
ve/taste for music and writing;
• Promoting memory and musical imagination;
• Developing and practising coordination according to a time.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE DURING DIDACTIC PROCESS:
Intervening subjects: Artistic Expression, Portuguese and Citizenship and Development.
METHODOLOGY:
Practical class.
FORM OF WORK:
In group and in class.
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY:
The class is divided into groups of 4 or 5 elements. Each group will have to write two stanzas
of 4 verses about the behaviour they should have in society (respect, cooperation, solidarity,
friendship, …). These should then be presented as a poem and singing a refrain, with a
melody and lyrics created by themselves.
They must also create a rhythm that fits the time basis.
After having written the poem and invented different rhythms, produced by the different
parts of the body (hands, legs and feet), the pupils must work together in order to make a
new music.
This activity will allow them to understand how essential teamwork and cohesion
cohesi are.
HOW TO EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY:
Direct observation (participation, interest, commitment, cooperation).
cooperation)
TEACHER’S COMMENT:
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„Difficult task - due to a lack of writing skills, varying levels of student involvement,
difficulty in understanding words, e.g. solidarity.”
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BEGINNING ANEW
AREA (OBJECTIVES):
Managing conflict situations in communication.
This practice will help us to develop a kind speech and a compassionate listening. Begin Anew
is a practice of recognition and appreciation of the positive elements within our School or
home environment.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUD (if needed):
Plum village
ge Community, Thich Nhat Hanh.
DESCRIPTION:
To “Begin anew” helps us to look deeply and honestly at ourselves, our past actions, our
speech and our thoughts, and can help us to create a fresh beginning within ourselves and in
our relationships with others.
thers.
This practice helps us to clear our mind and solve pending issues or misunderstandings in our
relationships. It is a very useful practice whenever a difficulty arises in our relations with
others and one of us feels hurt or resentment. This practice
practice can give us the opportunity to
start again and understand better the other person.
This practice is a four-part
part process as used in a formal setting. Only one person speaks at a
time and is not interrupted during his or her turn. This is very important to respect so that we
gve the other person space and time to express himself/herself. The other person will
practice a deep listening and will follow with full awareness their breath coming in and out.
out It
is also recommended to take
take time and pauses and feel what we feel in each moment, so that
we can embrace what is.
It is a practice to be done One by One, or in case needed, with a third person that both
people trust and respect, for example in a school conflict etc.

2. Sharing regrets – We can continue mentioning any unskillfulness in our actions, in our
speech or in our thoughts that we may have had, and had not yet an opportunity to
apologize for it.
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1. Flower watering – we start the conversation sharing our appreciation for the other
person. We can mention concrete actions that the other person said or did that we value or
appreciate in them. This is an opportunity to shine light on the other’s strengths and to
encourage
courage the growth of his or her positive qualities. In this way, we make easier for the
other person to open up to us and be receptive for the conversation.

3. Expressing a hurt – We can share how we have felt hurt by the interaction with the other
person, maybe because something he/she did or said. By Saying; “I
“I felt this way when you
said or did this…” never “you did this or that…” In this way we can learn to take responsibility
of what is ours and share it with others from this place.
4. Sharing a long-term
term difficulty & asking for supportsupport we all go through difficulties
difficul
and pain
in many moments of our lives. Sometimes a situation in the present moment can arise a pain
from our past back to the surface. By sharing how we felt we can let the people around us
understand and get to know us better in offer to
support us in
n what we need.
This practice will help us to develop a kind way of
speech and a compassionate listening. Begin Anew is a
practice of recognition and appreciation of the positive
elements within our School or home environment.
Recognizing others positive traits will allows us to see
our own good qualities as well.
Along with these good traits, we each have areas of
weakness, such as talking out of our anger or being
caught in our misperceptions. When we practice
“flower watering” we support the development
developmen of
good qualities in each other and at the same time we
help to weaken the difficulties in the other person. As
in a garden, when we “water the flowers” of loving kindness and compassion in each other,
we also take energy away from the weeds of anger, jealousy
jealousy and misperception.

EVALUATION OF THE PRACTICE:
You can ask yourself these questions;
• Have you been able to express your feelings? And the NEEDS hidden behind?
• Do you feel the other persona has understood your position?
• Did you understand the feelings and position of the other person?
• Could you find a meeting point in the solution of the conflict that has made the
situation better?

-

Choose a good moment for both persons to do this practice. Maybe is good to have a
moment every week to do this practice and clean any situations during the week.
Only one person speaks at a time and is not interrupted during his or her turn.
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COMMENTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION (if possible):

-

-

The other person will practice a deep listening and will follow with full awareness
awa
their
breath coming in and out.
out. It is also recommended to take time and pauses and feel what
we feel in each moment, so that we can embrace what is.
It is a practice to be done One by One, or in case needed, with a third person that both
people trust
st and respect, for example in a school conflict etc.

OTHER USEFUL RESOURCES (e.x links where you can find more information on the given
topic):
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https://plumvillage.org/
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MINDFULNESS IN CONFLICTS
AREA (OBJECTIVES):
1. Management of conflicts.
2. Emotional regulation.
3. Favors self-control.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUD (if needed):
Mindfulness in the resolution of conflicts.

DESCRIPTION:
Mindfulness tips for reducing reactivity. We can use mindful practices to create space
between an outburst of anger or another strong emotion so that we may have more
possibility to choose in a conscious way. In some situations, this could be just walking
away or taking a pause, or a deep
deep breath before we speak. As we learn to practice these
skills ourselves, we can later on teach our kids on how to respond mindfully.

1. Always pause — When a conflict arises, take a pause and a deep breath. Take a
moment to breathe slowly and notice the air coming into and going out of your
lungs and belly. Focusing on your breath and body so that you ground yourself in
the present moment. Come out of the mind as much as you can.
2. Allow
llow yourself to feel what you’re feeling — Pay attention to your thoughts and
emotions, knowing that you are not them. Is your mind racing with angry
thoughts? Do you feel hurt or embarrassed? Just become aware of thoughts and
emotions that arise in you and
and accept them. They will settle if you don’t react to
them, and just let them be and embrace them with full acceptance.
3. Do a brief body scan—
scan
Notice the physical sensations that arise with your
thoughts and emotions. Are you clenching your jaw? Are you tightening your fists,
ready to hit something? Are your leg muscles twitching, urging you to flee? Notice
any muscle tension from your toes to the top of your head.
4. Settle into your breath
breat — As you breathe, you will notice a pause at the end of
each out breath before you breathe in again. During this pause, relax, and soften
your muscles. Keep doing this for a few minutes, relaxing deeper and deeper into
each pause.
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The steps that will help us become mindful in a conflict situation will be:

5. Acknowledge that you have space to choose — Accept that you are upset and
don’t try to change it. You could even say aloud, “I am upset.” Choose to be
patient with yourself. If, however, your emotions feel too strong to investigate,
acknowledge your difficulty and move away from
from the troubling situation. You can
choose to return to the issue when you feel calmer, and choose a quiet space to
get in contact with how you are feeling and the thoughts that are appearing on
you.
6. Challenge your assumptions — Be open-minded to the viewss of others involved in
the conflict. Don’t assume you know where people’s ideas come from or how
other people are feeling. Challenge yourself to ask open-ended
open ended questions so that
you can truly understand their perspective, and widen your view of life.
Remember
mber you are not your beliefs, and that is better to be happy then to be
right.
calling is never helpful. Instead, explain your
7. Avoid negative speech — Name-calling
point of view clearly and acknowledge the viewpoints of others.
8. Suggest a resolution — Stick to thee point of the conflict and suggest one or more
ways to resolve it. Calmly discuss the pros and cons of each suggestion.
9. Move forward — Agree to try a resolution without resentment. And when you
move forward with a suggestion, give it your full effort.
10. Forgive —Holding
Holding onto anger and resentment only hurts us and burdens
relationships. Forgive yourself and others for being different and having an
argument, and accept the idea that by learning to resolve conflict, we grow as
people.
By practicing these 10 steps
steps regularly, you can build a sense of confidence, well-being,
well
and
acceptance of challenging situations. These skills will serve you when you feel angry or
divided as well as model resilient and positive examples of conflict resolution for our kids.
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Write the steps in a paper and follow them whenever you find yourself in a conflict
situation. Respect what you are feeling in each moment, and you can ask yourself “what
“
do you need to learn from this situation?” to help you dissolve the conflict.
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EVALUATION OF THE PRACTICE:
After putting it into practice we can see changes in the management of the conflict. Specially
in the changes from being reactive, to becoming active, with more possibilities to choose.
OTHER USEFUL RESOURCES (e.x links where you
you can find more information on the given
topic):
Fleet Maull’s Prison Mindfulness Institute’s Path of Freedom course
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Gina Biegel’s Stressed Teens program.
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FECE
AREA (OBJECTIVES)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Conflict management;
Examples of dialogues (including some communication tips);
Mediation and negotiations;
Assertiveness of the teacher vs empathy.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUD (if needed):
needed
FECE is an abbreviation of four words:
• F as facts
At the beginning, recall the facts and specific behaviour of the other person. Avoid
generalities and give arguments and examples of the situation that you did not like. It is very
important to evaluate the behaviour, not the person. For example: I noticed that once again
you answer the phone during our meeting.
• E as emotions (and feelings)
In the next step, talk about your feelings and emotions. Describe what effect the behaviour
has had on you. For example: I am sorry that a phone conversation is more important to you
than talking to me.
• C as consequences
Then focus on the consequences and present a vision of what can happen if the other person
does not change his/her behaviour. Thanks to that the other person will
will know what reaction
he/she might encounter in the future if he/she maintains its negative behaviour. For
example: By behaving in this way, you make it impossible for us to discuss an important
topic.
• E as expectations
Express clearly your expectations about
about what could happen differently. It is very important to
finish the conversation with information about what you really expect from the other person.
For example: Next time I expect you mute your phone before the conversation.

Good communication
unication makes life easier. Conduct a conversation according to the FECE rules
on the below topics:
• as an educator with the parent of a student who beat a friend (Person A is an
educator, person B a parent),
• as a parent with a teacher who breaks the evaluation
evaluation rules (Person A is a parent and
Person B is a teacher).
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DESCRIPTION:

EVALUATION OF THE PRACTICE:
PRACTICE
•
•

Whether and to what extent the FECE principle has been implemented in
cooperation with parents?
What are the effects of working with this method?

COMMENTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION (if possible):
possible
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Tip: the task can be carried out in the form of an exercise in the teaching group before the
teacher introduces the FECE rules in working with parents.
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LITTLE TOOLKIT TO INVOLVE PARENTS IN SCHOOL LIFE
AREA (OBJECTIVES):
1. Develop an increased understanding of parental involvement and engagement for
teacher working with schools to understand the importance of working with parents in
partnership and to gain some practical ideas as to how to move this work forward within
scholastic setting.
2. Gain practical skills and ideas to assist learners’ parental engagement work at a
practitioner level and whole-school
whole
approach level.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND:
One factor among teaching strategies that provides a reliable barometer for student success
is “parent involvement”. In fact, it's crucial. According different sources21, no matter income
or background, students with involved parents are more likely to have higher grades
grad and test
scores, attend school regularly, have better social skills, show improved behavior, and adapt
well to school.
The data is so overwhelming, one of important jobs as teachers must be to facilitate the
involvement of parents in their child's education. There are as many teaching strategies to
do that as there are parents who need alternatives to the traditional parent-teacher
parent
conference and back-to--school night.
Creating a successful family involvement program necessitates selecting programs, activities
acti
and strategies that are effective, targeted and appropriate to the site and participants
Although all schools may use the framework of six types of involvement as a guide, each
school must choose practices that will help achieve important goals and meet the needs of its
students and families.
● TYPE 1--PARENTING:
PARENTING: Assist families with parenting and child-rearing
rearing skills, understanding
child and adolescent development, and setting home conditions that support children as
students at each age and grade level. Assist schools in understanding families.
● TYPE 2--COMMUNICATING:
COMMUNICATING: Communicate with
with families about school programs and student
progress through effective school-to-home
school
and home-to-school
school communications.
● TYPE 3--VOLUNTEERING:
VOLUNTEERING: Improve recruitment, training, work, and schedules to involve
families as volunteers and audiences at the school
school or in other locations to support students
and school programs.
● TYPE 4--LEARNING
LEARNING AT HOME: Involve families with their children in learning activities at
home, including homework and other curriculum-linked
curriculum linked activities and decisions.
● TYPE 5--DECISION MAKING: Include families as participants in school decisions,
governance, and advocacy through PTA/PTO, school councils, committees, and other parent
organizations.
● TYPE 6--COLLABORATING
COLLABORATING WITH THE COMMUNITY: Coordinate resources and services for
families, students, and the school with businesses, agencies, and other groups, and provide
services to the community.

National Coalition for Parent Involvement in education. 2006. Research Review and Resources. Retrieved September 16,
2011. Henderson, A.T., and K.L. Mapp. 2002. A New Wave of Evidence: The Impact of School, Family, and Community
Connections on Student Achievement. Henderson, A.T., and Nancy Berla. 1995. A New Generation of Evidence: The Family Is
Critical to Student Achievement. Washington, DC: Center for Law and Education, 14–16
14
.
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21

Following, are indicated some suggestions and general activities that can contribute to
involving parents in school life.

DESCRIPTION
Door Teaching Strategies
Open-Door
Be available when parents are. Parents are more likely to attend conferences when teachers
offer a variety of scheduling options. That means before school and after quitting time, via
email or whatsapp, even a phone call. Sure, you can't do that always, but be flexible. For
some parents, the only times they have are outside of your traditional work hours.
Create a Family-Friendly
Friendly Environment
Encourage parental involvement in the classroom. Make family important in your class.
Welcome
lcome parents to volunteer in or out of class. Show them you value their time by
explaining the best way they can help as a classroom volunteer. Provide guidelines so they
don't wonder why they're there or get embarassed because they “did something wrong.”
Invite parents to share their expertise. For example, if you're talking about biology, invite a
parent biologist to make that science topic real to students. You might even invite parents to
eat breakfast or lunch with their child.
Make getting involved easy
easy by putting as much as possible online for parents. That includes
sign-up
up sheets, using programs like Google Forms.

Help in/out of the Classroom
Make it easy for parents to access required materials
materials at home via a blog or class website.
Also, make it easy for parents to extend a child's interest on something that happened in
class to home - share their excitement with parents. To make those easy for parents to find,
them could be collected on a class internet start page. This page includes lots of child-friendly
child
links that the parent can feel safe allowing their child to visit. A lot of parents make this page
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Parent Classes
Offer parent classes in topics either
1) they want to learn about,
or
2) their students are learning, as a way to help parents understand or assist their children.
These can be offered while parents are waiting for students to finish after-school
after
activities.
These can also be online via Google Hangout or Skype. Be aware of the different needs of
varied parents, because some
some get home too late to make activities during school hours. For
this reason, it could be useful to poll before a parents class starts to find out what time works
best for parents.
Here are suggestions about topics that could be more attractive:
•
Show how to log onto and use the school website.
•
Show how to log into the school online grade reports.
•
Demonstrate how to use the school online library or other school services
•
Review what is being covered in classes (depending upon who is in the parent class).
clas
•
Provide skills parents want, i.e., making a flier for the school soccer team
•
Answer tech questions they have from non-school
non
problems–even
even if they’re about a
home system.

their child's home page on their own computer. They are familiar with it from school and
know exactly where to find websites that they used in school.
Parent/Teacher Conferences
Parent-teacher
teacher conferences give the opportunity to boost communication about their child’s
progress.
A successful conference may take a bit of planning:
- First, send home a note to confirm a day and time of the conference.
- Next, prepare your materials beforehand of the conference, to will feel far more in
control of the situation when the families will arrive. Make a list of the must-have
must
items your will show and give to your parents during the conference. Obviously, it
would
d be prepared a number of item/documents relately to duration of conference.
- Last, prepare for parent feedback and follow up on any strategy or solutions to
made.
Host an Open House
Many teachers create a special open house or back-to-school
back school night. This meet
m
and greet is a
great way for parents to get an inside look into what their child is doing all day long. It’s also
the perfect time to recruit parent volunteers.
To make this a successful night, send out a personal invitation to each family and plan a
presentation that is really inviting. Make sure to include a brief section about yourself, as
well as your goals for the year.
EVALUATION OF THE PRACTICE:
You can maximize the benefits that evaluation if evaluation is integrated into ongoing
activities of the program. Program managers often view evaluation as something that an
outsider "does to" a program after it is over, or as an activity "tacked on" merely to please
funders. Unfortunately, many programs are evaluated in this way. This approach
appro
greatly
limits the benefits that program managers and staff can gain from an evaluation. Planning
the evaluation should begin at the same time as planning the program so that you can use
evaluation feedback to inform program operations.22
The suggestion is to “measure” Parents’ Satisfaction with involvement Services
Questionnaires23 ensuring that exactly the same questions are presented to each person
surveyed, and this helps with the reliability of the results. Questionnaires can be delivered via
face-to-face
face interviews, telephone interviews, self-complete
self complete forms, mail outs or online (see
Survey Monkey). Questionnaires can be distributed by email as well as posted. Response
sheets can be collected at a workshop, or can be picked up at a workshop and mailed back.
These can also be mailed out in ways that reduce postage costs, when they are included in
routine mail-outs
outs such as the distribution of fact sheets.

22

A Toolkit for Family Involvement in Education,
Education Oregon Department of Education, 2006
Toolkit for Parental Participation, National Guidance & Local Implementation, December
December 2015, Tusla - Child and Family
Agency, 2015
23
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Method
1. Draft questions. Keep as short as possible.

2. Trial questions with a small sample (pilot group) to determine whether they are unbiased,
straightforward and not open to misinterpretation.
3. Indicate the purpose of the questionnaire at outset.
4. Include qualitative data (e.g. age, sex, address, education, etc.) to allow for further
extrapolation of the results.
5. Include any new names / addresses in the mailing list.
6. Send out with printed information materials.
7. If the budget allows, provide free mail reply (stamped addressed envelope; freepost
mailbox, etc.) to improve responses.
respons
8. Document responses as part of the participation process.
COMMENTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION:
It is important to know that there are several program inhibitors:
- the absence of an adequate budget;
- facility limitations which narrow the number and scope of activities;
- a lack of available time for teachers and activity development.
We recommend attention to these matters as other schools and leaders consider similar
programs.

OTHER USEFUL RESOURCES (e.x links where you can find more information on the given
topic):
Questionnaire - Parents satisfaction about services for parental involvement in school life
We would be grateful if you would take a few minutes to complete the following
questionnaire. Itt will help
us to plan and deliver services to involve parents in school life in the [name] area.
Q1. What type of parenting support services for involvement in school life do you use and
how often do you use them?
More than
Once a
Week

Once a Week

More Than
Once a
Month
but Less
Than
Once a Week

Once a
Month

More than
Once
a Year but
Less
Than Once a
Month

Once a
Year
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Services
of
involvement 1
Services
of
involvement 2
Services
of
involvement 2
Services
of
involvement 2
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Q2: What type of parenting support services for involvement in school life would you like to
use and how often would you use them? Please add illustration if you have it. It can help to
understand your idea by readers
More than
Once a
Week

Once a Week

More Than
Once a
Month
but Less
Than
Once a Week

Once a
Month

More than
Once
a Year but
Less
Than Once a
Month

Once a
Year

Services
of
involvement 1
Services
of
involvement 2
Services
of
involvement 2
Services
of
involvement 2

Q3. Are there any reasons why you cannot access to parenting support services for
involvement in school life in your community? Please tick all boxes that apply to you.
There aren’t any
I have transportation difficulty
I need childcare support
The times are not suitable
They are too far away
They are not suitable
They are not affordable
Other (please specify)

Please go to Q4
Please go to Q5

Please go to Q6

Q4. What type of transport would help you to access to these services?
Taxi
Bus
Other: please
describe_____________________________________________________________
describe_____________________________________________________________

Q5. What type of childcare would you need to access program of parenting support services
for involvement in school life? Please tick one box.
Afternoon

Evening

Full Day

Childcare
Specialist Childcare:
Please Specify
___________________
Other: Please Describe
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Morning

Q6. Why are the parenting support services for involvement in school life on offer not
suitable for your family?
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

Q7. How would you describe your experience of finding parenting support services for
involvement
ment in school life in your community?
Please tick one box only.
Very Easy

Quite Easy

Okay Quite

Difficult

Very Difficult

Why do you say that?
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
In this section of the questionnaire, we would like to get a few more details about you and
your family.
…..

https://www.tusla.ie/uploads/content/Parental_Participation_Toolkit_Dec_2015.pdf
http://expandedschools.org/sites/default/files/TASC_FamilyEngagement_Resource%20Gui
de.pdf
https://www.michigan.gov/documents/mde/4a._Final_Toolkit_without_bookmarks_3701
51_7.pdf
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https://nhspecialed.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/Updated-2017-Family
https://nhspecialed.org/
Family-EngagmentManual.pdf
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A BOOK A WAY TO FIGHT THE BOREDOM
AREA (OBJECTIVES)
work
1. Planning of common work;
2. How to involve parents in a school life.
life
DESCRIPTION:
Parents go to school to read/explore a story, whose subject had previously been agreed with
the teacher, and it will be in accordance to the contents or subjects the class will be working
in.
At the beginning of the school year, the activity called "A book a way to fight the boredom" is
planned. Parents are informed about the activity during the first meeting, at the beginning of
the school year. The idea is to read to children from the class of
of books / stories in the library.
Shared reading takes place once a month. At the beginning of the school year, parents
together with the class teacher determine the schedule of meetings in the library and choose
books / stories that they would like to read
read to children. Parents can choose books / stories
that they liked, for example, in their childhood. In order to involve parents of all children in
school activities during one meeting, the book may read, for example, two parents, or you
can propose more frequent
equent meetings, e.g. twice a month.
The next stage of activity can be a discussion with pupils about, for example, characters from
a book, about the story, etc. The activity can be ended by making a poster about the book /
story by children (or together with parents) .
EVALUATION OF THE PRACTICE:
PRACTICE
•
•
•
•

Direct observation;
observation
Number of parents involved in the activity “A book
book a way to fight the boredom”;
Number of meetings held;
held
Number of books / stories read.
read

Usually parents are very willing to apply for this activity. It is worth paying attention that each
parent is involved on an equal level in the implementation of the activity - so everyone who
wants to read the book can do it. For children it is also very important that their parents are
involved in this activity. On the one hand, it is a simple activity that strengthens the
cooperation of parents with the school in a very pleasant form, on the other hand, it also
promotes reading and encourages pupils to read
read books at home on their own.
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COMMENTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION (if possible):
possible

GOT TALENT
AREA (OBJECTIVES)
1. How to involve parents in a school life;
2. Common activities of children with parents;
3. A demonstration of talents, strengths of children and parents - strengthening the
relationship between children and parents, as well as with the school.
DESCRIPTION:
The idea of the practice is based on the formula of the popular TV program "Got talent",
which is broadcast in many countries around the world.
During the school year, the class teacher is planning a joint class performance. The
performance may take place at the end of the winter semester, for example.
The teacher, together with parents and children, sets up a show program. The idea is that
each child will prepare a presentation of the talent
talent together with at least one parent.
On the day of the performance, a scene is prepared, where all participants present their
talents.
The performance ends with a shared applause and thanks from the teacher.
At the end, all participants can go for a joint refreshment (e.g. each of the parents brings a
small snack and is prepared a Swedish table).
EVALUATION OF THE PRACTICE:
PRACTICE
•
•

Number of people involved in the practice.
Number of performances.

COMMENTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION (if possible):
possible
Teacher can also get involved in the performance and prepare a performance related to
his/her talent.
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It is important that performances can be carried out in school conditions in a classroom.
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HEALTHY BREAKFAST
AREA (OBJECTIVES)
1. Planning of common work;
2. How to involve parents in a school life.
DESCRIPTION:
Organization of cyclic breakfasts at the school, e.g. once a month, where pupils meet
together with their parents. For each breakfast, parents will agree and share the preparation
preparatio
of meals, snacks, drinks, etc.
EVALUATION OF THE PRACTICE:
•
•

Number of organized breakfasts;
Number of parents and pupils taking part in breakfast.

COMMENTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION (if possible):
possible
Practice achieves goals if all parents are involved in it.
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To vary the breakfast, each breakfast can be carried out according to a given theme, e.g.
some specific vegetable.
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SCHOOL FEAST
AREA (OBJECTIVES):
work
1. Planning of common work;
2. How to involve parents in a school life.
life
THEORETICAL BACKGROUD (if needed):
By preparing this holiday, parents will be
be actively involved in the school life of their children
and will contribute to a better climate in school.
DESCRIPTION:
ts will prepare a school feast related to Easter. They will decorate the school salon and
Рarents
prepare treats for children. The decoration will include balloons, paper garlands, flowers,
painted eggs.
EVALUATION OF THE PRACTICE:
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With the preparation of this feast, parents will have the opportunity to work with children
and their teachers. This will help to improve relationships between parents and students,
parents and teachers, as well as between the parents themselves.
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LET ME TELL YOU ABOUT MY JOB…/VOCATIONAL
JOB…
CONSULTING
AREA (OBJECTIVES):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Encouraging parents to enter the classroom and feel the atmosphere;
Giving parents the opportunity to become inspirers;
Studying the environment;
environment
Engaging the parents in school life ;
Benefiting from the parents’ knowledge, sharing it with the class group;
group
Planning of common work;
A plan of lesson with parents.

„We live in a dynamic world of constant change. Research shows that over 60% of children
currently in primary school will work in occupations that do not yet exist. The professions
come and go. The times when a linear career model was in force, in which a pharmacist
graduate became a pharmacist and worked for one pharmacy for years, have long since gone
away. Youngg people entering the education market and the labour market face enormous
information chaos and data variability.
Choosing an educational and professional path becomes not a one-off
one off event but a process
that takes place throughout life.
It is important not only WHAT to choose but also HOW to choose. The fact that a child, for
example, 12-14
14 years of age, dreams of a lawyer's career, does not mean that in 4-5
4 years
the dream will still be valid. But certainly without the skill of good communication,
identification of own beliefs, setting and achieving goals, and above all finding the answer to
the question of who I am and where I am going on my way of life, it will be difficult to achieve
real professional success.
Therefore, quoting P. Voelkel, "the key thing
thing is to discover your own passions, talents, your
own potential and start investing in this area". When does a person have a chance to feel
satisfaction from what he/she
he
does? When he/she works according to his/her
his
strengths,
when he/she believes in what he/she
h
does, because it is in line with his/her
his
values. Selfawareness, or knowledge about what I do at a given moment and what I do for it, what is
important to me and more importantly - is crucial in the process of setting my educational
and career path. Its good construction and knowledge of the labour market are necessary to
achieve a professional goal. Even if in the future it will change and the unexpected
circumstances of life will have an impact on it.
The omnipresent change and uncertainty are in opposition
opposition to traditionally understood
counselling. Its goal was to design linear career paths and refer to the future of what is a fact
now. Meanwhile, we can only assume today's standards will not directly affect the future of
our pupils.
Modern counselling
ing should have a procedural character, and the counsellor should act as a
companion and expert on the understanding of the process. His/her task is to propose
appropriate tools that will make it easier for a young person to constantly and independently
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND:

search
arch for their own way of life, and not to give schematic advice and ready answers, as is
often in the case of traditional counselling.
The intention of the advisory process should be to strengthen and develop the pupils'
potential. It is worth to support the development of social competences, the ability to think
creatively and deal with difficult situations, as well as to independently search for
information. And it should always be emphasized that a decision made once does not have to
be a decision forever.
er. Thus, contemporary education and career counsell
counselling is approaching in
its assumptions and methods for coaching, especially career coaching and life coaching.”24
In primary school (grades I-III),
I III), as part of activities related to vocational counselling, classes
c
should be conducted in order to:
•
•

enabling the confrontation of tendencies, interests, talents, and specific
professional situations,
as comprehensive as possible to familiarize children with various types of
professional areas and occupations,

shaping
ng a particular motivation for professional development.25
DESCRIPTION:
Some parents who have interesting jobs will be invited to come and tell pupils about their
occupations. The parents will tell the pupils what they actually do every day, what the
challenges they meet are and how their jobs give them the chance to help people and/or
make people’s lives better/easier/more exciting/more interesting. Parents will feel free to
turn their presentation ideas into action for achieving impact on and
and impressing pupils.
Parents are going to present and speak about a subject related to their work area (job) or
knowledge (stories and customs of where they live). The way their activity is going to be
presented is of their own initiative (it can be a film,
film, a Powerpoint presentation, bring some
supporting material or just talking).
From these different types of knowledge, a content/topic within the subject of Study of
Environment will be introduced.
EVALUATION OF THE PRACTICE:

24

Anna Konkel-Zając, „Jak
Jak zorganizować doradztwo zawodowe w szkole”,
szkole
https://indywidualni.pl/edustrefa/jak-zorganizowac-doradztwo-zawodowe-w-szkole
https://indywidualni.pl/edustrefa/jak
25
After: http://www.interaktywnaedukacja.pl/?p=486
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At the end of the school year the pupils will be encouraged
uraged to write essays about MY DREAM
JOB and read them to the class.

COMMENTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION (if possible):
possible
Usually parents are very willing to apply for this action. It is worth paying attention that each
of the parents is involved on an equal level in the implementation of the activity - that
everyone who wants can talk about his/her profession. For children it
it is also very important
that their parents get involved in this action. It is a simple activity that strengthens the
cooperation of parents with the school.
OTHER USEFUL RESOURCES (ex. links where you can find more information on the given
topic):
SONG
One day I’d like to find
the perfect job for me.
Mary says she wants to cook,
Susie wants to write a book.
Mathew wants to work in a shop…
Shop assistant – a nice job!
Chorus:
But I don’t really know
what I want to be.
One day I’d like to find
the perfect job for me.
But I don’t really know
what I want to be.
One day I’d like to find
the perfect job for me.

http://www.interaktywnaedukacja.pl/?p=486 – website
ebsite with materials in Polish.
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OFF-LINE FACEBOOK
AREA (OBJECTIVES):
nhance an elevated comprehension of parental
parental involvement and engagement.
1. Enhance
2. Have
ave parents get to know each other.
other
3. Break
reak the ice among parents of a class.
class
DESCRIPTION:
Parents will map the connections between them on a whiteboard. Parents create their
“avatars”, then draw lines to show how they know other parents. This can work great as an
ice-breaker
breaker at the first teacher-parent
teacher
conference.
Duration: 30 minutes
1. Parents are given markers, index cards,
cards, and tape. If possible, use markers of different
colors.
2. Parent are requested to draw their "avatar" on the index card - their "profile picture" on
this social network, so to say. They their names and the names of their children to each card
as well.
3. Each avatar card is stuck on a large whiteboard. They make sure to leave plenty of room
between each card.
4. Each parents is then aseked to draw lines to avatar cards of people they already know in
the room. Also, they must specify how they know each other ("had the same workplace",
"lunch buddies", "went to the same college").
EVALUATION OF THE PRACTICE:
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Besides self-assessment
assessment two colleagues
colleagues ought to be invited to this activity. They monitor and
observe the activity and after the session a three-person
three person discussion follows. The teacher and
the two colleagues share all the positive and negative comments on the activity itself. Based
on this think-aloud
aloud protocol, the teacher can adjust the steps the must be taken to improve
the process of the session.
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PARENTS’ MEMORY GAME
AREA (OBJECTIVES):
1. To get parents to develop better cooperational skills with each other.
other
2. To enhancee parents’ memory skills and to enhance parents’ group cohesion.
cohesion
DESCRIPTION:
This is physical activity that establishes and parents’ shared memories. Thus, it must be
implementedduring the academic year when parents will have gotten to know each other.
Parents sketch their shared memories with each other and place them on a wall. The wall
remains up during the session, working as a focal point of the parents’ shared experience of
being in a team.
Steps:
1. Each parent is given sheets of paper, markers, and tape.
2. Each partent must survey the room and has 15 minutes to write down positive memories
of shared experiences and moments while working together.
3. Once parents have a few memories listed, then they are requested to draw a few of these
memories on fresh sheets of papers. The drawings can be abstract versions of the "memory
scene". They can involve parents who've shared the memory to make this drawing. They are
given 20 minutes
es to do this.
4. Once the time is up, parents are asked to tape drawings to the wall.
5. After taping the memories, each parent takes turns to describe the given memory.
EVALUATION OF THE PRACTICE:
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Besides self-assessment
assessment two colleagues ought to be invited
invited to this activity. They monitor and
observe the activity and after the session a three-person
three person discussion follows. The teacher and
the two colleagues share all the positive and negative comments on the activity itself. Based
on this think-aloud
aloud protocol, the teacher can adjust the steps the must be taken to improve
the process of the session.
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PARENTS’ SCHOOL / SCHOOL FOR PARENTS
AREA (OBJECTIVES):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Engage the parents in school life;
life
Attract parents to school;
school
Involve parents in the education of their children;
Promote the value of education among parents;
parents
Clarify doubts/questions/Concerns raised by parents;
parents
Enhance active parents in the learning process of their children;
children
Help parents to study with children and not studying for them.
them

METHODOLOGY / TECHNIQUES:
TECHNIQUES
Open conversation/roundtable/dialogue/share of practices.
THEORETICAL CONTEXT (if applicable):
•
•
•
•

Lack of parental interest in school;
school
Lack of time of parents to come to school;
school
Little involvement of parents in school education;
education
Careless parents in the raising of their children, leaving this responsibility to school.
school

DESCRIPTION:
Monthly sessions with the aim of jointly reflecting on relevant themes; topics covered:
• Hyperactivity;
Hyperactivity
• Anxiety;
• Active Parenting Strategies;
Strategies
• Study methods
method and strategies;
• Challenges of social / online networks;
networks
• Professional orientation/guidance;
orientation/guidance
• Etc.
EVALUATION OF THE PRACTICE:
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Direct observation.
The sessions are evaluated qualitatively by the participants and a questionnaire was
prepared to be completed at the end of each session.
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LIKE SOCRATES: EDUCATING TO CRITICAL THINKING

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND:
Critical thinking, by its own definition, covers many aspects of a person’s life: it is knowledge,
it is appliance, but above all, it is an attitude; it influences people’s independence and so it
has a great impact on whole society. It creates connections with all other forms of thought
and acts as a transversal skill, which allows the continuous and fluid passage
passage from a thinking
form to another.
To develop comprehensive and balanced individuals is appropriate to increase the education
of critical thinking in the contexts of formal and non-formal
non formal education, so that training can
start early and avoid some of the
the typical distortions of interpretation, to which we are
naturally led.
Critical thinking is a basic trait for an education that is active, democratic, focused on
effective needs of pupils and of the whole society.
In educating to critical thinking, isolated knowledge lose its value, because it is end in itself
and unstable; what is really important is research and development of critical capacities.
Thinking critically means being able to assess situations, veracity of information and
completeness of conclusions. It is not only the ability of logical reasoning; it is a personal
attitude to openness about researching and asking.
A good level of critical thinking is not only necessary for the success of a course of study or
for a personal psychological growth: its consequences affect the whole society, because they
influence abilities of emancipation, dialectic, deep thought and so independence and
freedom.
As Halpern says, critical thinking is connected to the capacity of reaching goals and asserting
values
alues and opinions and consequently of maintaining well-being
well being and happiness.
Educating to critical thinking means giving children and youths a permanent “mind-suit”,
“mind
which (unlike isolated knowledge that can be forgotten) is durable, lasts in time and
influences
uences the way of thinking and facing life.
It’s essential to continuously encourage children and youths (both in school and out of
school) to use abilities of critical thinking, in order to make them able to see things from
others’ point of views, to have an open mentality and to wonder “why?”.
Critical thinking is indispensable to raise free, independent, conscious and complete people,
but it cannot be developed by an individual way but only by communication and exchange. It
can happen only with the precondition
precondition and the purpose of collaborating, listening and
support the development and the expression of other people’s thoughts and opinions.
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AREA (OBJECTIVES):
INDEPENDENT AND CRITICAL THINKING
- Helping parents to encourage critical thinking in their children and to support them in
acting free thinking and choosing.
- Giving parents strategies and practical instruments to educate their children to critical
thinking.

Educating critical thinking is based on the variety of experiences that you can offer and on
the dialogue, the collaboration,
aboration, which you create during this process.
Therefore, collaboration with parents is essential in acquisition of transversal competences
as critical thinking: in this way these abilities could be implemented by children and youth
not only at school, but
ut also and especially out of school, becoming an expertise they could
bring with them all along their growth, until they will be adult.
Parent can be involved in different way, by training/informative meetings with teachers or
observation sessions in classroom;
classroom; but their role could be further enhanced by a direct action
with children, in relation and coherence with teachers’ activities.
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DESCRIPTION:
In common life routine, parents can act the following behaviours with their children:
- Observing and achieving
eving results and conclusions
When children start to make precise observations on objects or information, so they can
draw conclusions or explain judgments on that observations.
When a child ask parents “Why?”, parents have to reply saying “Why, according to you?”,
in order to encourage him to draw his/her own conclusions.
This is the basics of scientific observation abilities, which will be useful and necessary in
all children’s lives.
- Telling a story without conclusion
Telling a story without conclusion and asking children to complete it is an effective way
to develop critical thinking competences.
Children have to take story’s information and complete it with creativity, drawing their
own conclusion.
Parents can do that telling a story and asking to the child “What do you think will happen
next?”.
- Implement the Socratic Method
Socrates is famous for his training to critical thinking by constant interrogation.
Children are naturally talented to ask questions, so parents can overturn the situation
answering them with other questions.
On a specific topic, parents can take a position that is opposite of their child’s one and
asking him relevant questions, so he is encouraged to affirm and uphold his opinions.
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ANIMALS’ EMOTIONS GAME

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND:
What is emotional intelligence? Many definitions exist out there. We can summarize it as
follow: emotional intelligence is our ability to identify our feelings, to understand the reasons
we feel them and the effect they have
have on others or us. It is also our ability to empathize with
another and feel genuine compassion for them.
Emotional intelligence covers five main areas: self-awareness,
self awareness, emotional control, selfself
motivation, empathy and relationship skills. It is important for good communication with
others and is therefore a gateway to better learning, friendships, academic success and
employment.
The term emotional intelligence was popularised in the mid-90s
mid 90s by Daniel Goleman’s book,
Emotional Intelligence: Why It Can Matter
Matt More Than IQ.
An iconic study tracked high-IQ
high IQ students from childhood to late adulthood and found that
those who achieved notable adult career success showed greater “will power, perseverance
and desire to excel”. Meanwhile, evidence from the seminal marshmallow test – which gave
children the option to have more treats if they could wait before eating them – suggested
delayed gratification and self-control
self control are important, with these characteristics being linked to
better school grades, earnings and job satisfaction.
This is emotional intelligence as defined by Daniel Goleman:
- Self-Awareness – knowing what we are feeling, why we are feeling it, making it a basis for
good intuition and decision making.
- Self-Management – handling your distressing emotions in
n effective way so they don’t
cripple you, yet attuning to them and learning what you must out of them. Being able to
handle stressful situations effectively. Aligning our actions with our passions.
- Internal Motivation – ability to understand and focus on what is important to reach one’s
goals and dreams.
- Empathy – knowing what someone else is feeling. Being able to put yourself into another
person’s shoes, to understand them and provide support.
- Social Skills – being able to foster and maintain rich relationships.
Studies have shown that children with higher emotional intelligence perform better in
school, deal better with stress and stay away from depression.
By helping kids develop their emotional intelligence, your help them enrich their personality,
personalit
improve the quality of their relationships, increase their ability to persevere, have a positive
outlook on life, as well as be an overall successful individual. You set them up early to be
champions for themselves from the inside out, bringing out the best version of themselves to
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AREA (OBJECTIVES):
INDEPENDENT AND CRITICAL THINKING
- Helping parents to teach kids about emotion and to support them in recognising and
expressing their emotions.
emotions
- Giving parents strategies and practical instruments to educate their children to
emotional intelligence
igence.

the world. You help them become a master of their own thoughts and feelings, ultimately
becoming the master creator of their own life.
When you teach kids emotional intelligence, how to recognize their feelings, understand
where
ere they come from and learn how to deal with them, you teach them the most essential
skills for their success in life. Research has shown that emotional intelligence or EQ “predicts
over 54% of the variation in success (relationships, effectiveness, health,
healt quality of life).”
Additional data concludes that “young people with high EQ earn higher grades, stay in
school, and make healthier choices.”
Young kids do not always know which emotions they are feeling and rarely do they know
how to respond to them.
Kids
ids will not learn to differentiate emotions unless we teach them how. They may know they
are feeling “something,” but they do not necessarily know what that “something” is. This
largely explains why understanding kids’ emotions can help reduce what we normally
nor
perceive as misbehaviour.
Treating kids’ emotions as valid and regularly speaking about feelings – how did you feel,
how do you think he feels, why do you think she is so sad? – goes a long way in teaching
them to manage their emotions.
In this teaching
ing activity parents perform, of course, a fundamental role.
DESCRIPTION:
In common life routine, parents can play with their children the Animals’ Emotions Game.
In this game, parents could use the natural attraction of children for animals to encourage
encourag
identification and expression of emotions.
The game is played by rolling two dices and acting out whatever you roll.
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Parents will be equipped with two dice:
- the first dice has on each side the name and the drawing of one of 6 emotions
- the second dice has
as on each side the name and the image of a different animal.
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Four basic emotions
MAD
HAPPY

SAD
SCARED

More option
HURT

FRUSTRATED

SLEEPY

ASHAMED

SHY

JOYFUL
SILLY

LONELY

The dices could be provided by the school or could be built by parents and children,
following instructions and using models provided by the school.
The game:
 One player rolls the two dices.
 Referring to the resulting couple of animal and emotion, the player imitates the animal
an
living that specific emotion.
 The turn passes to another player and so on.
It’s possible to choose different variations:
- you can write/draw other emotions on the dice, making children choose the ones they
prefer
family persons or 6 places children frequent or any
- instead of animals you can use 6 family
other things that can inspire children.
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This game can also be taken a step further, depending on children’s readiness to explore
emotions deeper. For instance, when the child acts out a mad animal, parents can talk about
the best ways to handle anger. They can put it in terms of how an animal might react because
children tend to relate well to animals.
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PARENTS TEACHING PROSOCIAL SKILLS
AREA (OBJECTIVES):
1. Adopt strategies that actively promote use of social skills across settings, situations, and
individuals.
2. Teach parents to teach their children to be prosocial. Involving parents in the social skills
instructional process can help to promote life skills generalization.
generalization
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND:
BACKGROUND
Different researches show that developmental and socialization foundations are learned in
early childhood. Teaching these pro-social
pro social behaviors early on in life can contribute to a child’s
social and academic success in school as they get older. When you witness children grasping
these concepts early on, tell them that they learned it, praise their knowledge and encourage
them to keep up the good behaviors.
Although teaching students prosocial and life skills is a good option, it’s more useful to adopt
strategies
ategies that actively promote use of social skills across settings, situations, and individuals.
Involving parents in the social skills instructional process can help to promote life skills
generalization.
There are several ways in which teachers can teach
teach parents to teach their children to become
prosocial. Incidental teaching enables teachers and parents to capitalize on teachable
moments, by having parents teach, prompt, and reinforce the use of skills at home. Parents
also can be taught to conduct social
social skills autopsies, which involve discussing the outcomes
of using (or failing to use) a social skill. As emotional coaches, parents can assist children in
understanding and dealing with their emotions and help children become better social
problem solvers.

DESCRIPTION:
It could be used different types of parent’s intervention at home, guided by teachers at
school. Here there are the specific intervention to realize at home:
1. Incidental teaching

Parents are first taught
ht to select which social skills to teach during a workshop.
workshop The teacher
provides examples of various social skills and helps parents identify what to teach and
reinforce at home. The teacher should encourage parents to select skills they and other
family members value. Ideally, teachers and parents will identify skills that are of critical
importance at both home and school. Once the teacher provides examples, parents usually
have little difficulty identifying skills to teach.
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For generations, parents remind or prompt children to behave in a socially appropriate
manner. These teachers and parents capitalize on "teachable moments," which promote
social skills generalization. Some parents, however, must be taught how to incidentally teach.
Incidental teaching involves teaching social skills during naturally occurring situations and
encouraging children to use social skills at appropriate times. The following sections describe
a workshop that teachers can use to teach parents to incidentally teach social skills.

After the teacher and parents select the life skill together, the teacher helps parents to
identify:
- situations in which to teach it
- times during the day when they can incidentally teach.
Next, teacher teaches parents:
- to use a system of prompts using role-playing
role
scenarios
- to model
del the desired social behavior if the verbal prompt does not work: "Suzie, come on
over here and play with my Furby." If the child still does not use the skill, parents are
instructed to use physical prompts to guide the child. For example, the parent might
mig hold the
child's arm to extend a toy to a friend. The need to reinforce or praise children for using
appropriate social skills (or their "successive approximations") is stressed, and parents
practice giving praise through additional role plays. It’s very
very important to stress the
importance of providing parents with sample lesson formats for each skill to be taught
incidentally that they targeted (see
(
Table).

Popular models and techniques for dealing with discipline referrals

Set Up Opportunity

Teach when younger sister says or
does something upsetting during
playtime

Prompt and Praise
Prompt: (Name), what can you do when you feel angry?
One thing you can do when you're angry is to stop and
count to ten before you do or say something you may feel
bad about later.
After you calm down, you can tell (sister's name) what she
said or did to make you upset. Show me what you can do
when you're angry.
Praise: You really dealt with your anger well. You showed
self-control - just like grown-ups
ups do. You really did
di a good
job of not letting your anger control you.

Note. From Let's Be Social Home Program, by M. Innocenti, S. Rule, and J. Stowitschek,
Stowitschek 1987, Logan: Utah
State University. Copyright 1987 by Outreach and Development Division, Developmental Center for
Handicapped Persons, Utah State University. Adapted with permission by Linda K. Elksnin and Nick Elksnin,
Elksnin
in Teaching Parents to Teach Their Children to be Prosocial.

2. Social skill autopsies
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After the workshop,, teachers monitor parents’ incidental teaching through home notes,
telephone calls, and face-to-face
face face meetings. The procedure can be taught to parents in a short
period, and it requires very little time for parents to implement at home.

Conducting a life skill autopsy involves discussing:
• what the child did,
• what happened when the child did it,
• the direction of the outcome (i.e., was it positive, negative, or neutral?), and
• what the child will do the next time.
Social skill autopsies can be performed any time and any place. They are an effective means
of helping children improve their ability to assess a social situation, select the appropriate
skill,
ill, and evaluate the skill's effectiveness. Social skills autopsies effectively promote
generalization of problem-solving
problem
and social skills.
3. Emotional coaching
EI may be more important than IQ when it comes to positive life outcomes. According
Goleman, emotional
motional intelligence is consisting of five domains: knowing one’s emotions,
managing emotions, motivating oneself, recognizing emotions in others, and handling
relationships using social skills.
Parents become emotional coaches and use emotional moments as
as opportunities to help
children become more emotionally aware. Emotionally aware individuals know when they
feel an emotion, understand their feelings, and understand the feelings of others. Parents
can be taught to use a 5--step emotional coaching process as following.
Step 1: Being aware of the child's emotion
Parents (and teachers) must train themselves not to disregard, ignore, or trivialize children's
negative emotions. A useful strategy is to place the situation within an adult context.
Step 2: Recognizing an emotion as a teaching opportunity
Recognizing uncomfortable emotions is an opportunity for teaching and intimacy, rather than
a reasons to criticize, reprimand, or punish the child for experiencing these feelings.
Step 3: Validating the emotion by listening empathetically
It important to listen rather than advise the child or to impose logic on the situation at this
point.
Most of us have had similar experiences; we wanted affirmation, not evaluation.

Step 5: Setting limits and helping the child problem solve
Parents can teach their children to more effectively solve social problems only if they setted
limits to children behavior.
The sequence to solve a problem is the following:
1. Define the problem.
2. Identify potential solutions.
3. Consider the outcomes of each solution.
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Step 4: Helping the child to label the emotion
Feelings are transmitted primarily via facial expression, body language, and tone of voice.
Often adults fail to realize that children confuse emotions. Parents need to verbally label
emotions to provide children with the language of emotions. Helping children use the
appropriate language, placing a label on a feeling makes that feeling less scary and
underscores the fact that other people experience similar feelings.

4. Implement a solution.
5. Evaluate the effectiveness of the solution.
Children under the age of 10 may have difficulty considering multiple solutions; parents may
have to present one solution at a time and have the child evaluate each option in turn.

EXAMPLES
A. Accepting a compliment
Learning Objective: To develop the ability to accept praise
Skill: Interpersonal communication
(Mother/Father) Ask your child for a definition of “compliment.”
Tell him/her:
Being complimented encourages you to “keep up the good work.”
work.” It usually makes you feel
good about yourself, but sometimes it can be hard to accept a compliment. You might be
embarrassed by what the person has said, or you might even feel that it isn’t true. Perhaps,
you don’t like it when an adult compliments you in front of other children. You might think the
other children will resent you for getting praise and feel that you are stuck-up.
stuck
It is important to learn how to accept a compliment, just as it is important to learn how to
give one. Complimenting is an important part of having a good interpersonal communication,
specially to have new good friends.
The simplest way to accept a compliment is just to say “Thank you”. You can also give a
compliment back. For example, if someone says, “I really like your new sneakers,” you could
say, “Thanks. I like yours too.”
Ask your child to go first and compliment you. You should say “Thank you” and give a
compliment in return. You should repeat these steps three times.
Make sure that your child has even chances to receive
receive compliments (rather than initiates
them).
B. Asking Questions
Learning Objective: To understand the importance of asking questions during a conversation
Skill: Interpersonal communication
(Mother/Father) Tell your child:
Asking questions is the best way to get as much information about a subject as possible.
When you ask questions you show that you are interested in other people and you keep the
conversation going. You will also learn things from people’s answers that will make you a
better friend.
For practice,
ractice, you (mother/father) secretly focus on something in the room (e.g., a picture)
and give a clue, such as, “I’m thinking of something on the wall.” Your child ask questions
(e.g., “What color is it?” or “Which wall is it on?”) until he/she guess the object.
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Follow suggestions below and have your child practice asking questions.
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Here’s the beginning of a conversation you and your child can have. After you have read your
parts, keep the conversation going by making up three more questions and answers.
You: I have a cat. Your child: What’s his name?
You: Kitty. Your child: What kind of cat is he?
You: A Devon Rex. Your child: ______________________
You: _______________________ Your child: ____________________
You: _______________________
________________
Your child: ____________________
Next, your child should tell you everything he learned about Kitty, beginning with “You have a
cat named Kitty…”
Now, switch the order. Your child starts the conversation by saying, “I have a friend.” When
five questions have been asked and answered, it’s your turn to tell your child what you
learned about his/her friend, beginning with “You have a friend…”.

Ask your child
hild to share examples of assertiveness from his/her own behavior or from his/her
observations.
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C. Being Assertive
Learning Objective: To teach children how to assert their own rights without infringing on
o the
rights of others.
Skill: Assertiveness
Explain your child that there is a difference between being assertive and being aggressive.
(Mother/Father) Tell him/her:
You have many different rights, including the right to be safe, and the right to have the things
you own left alone. If someone threatens you, teases you, or takes something that belongs to
you, they are taking away your rights and being aggressive.
Being assertive means sticking up for your rights or the rights of others. It does not mean
taking
ing away the rights of others. For example, if a child grabbed your book and you reacted
by pushing him, you would both be aggressive. If you clearly and firmly told him to return
your book, you would be assertive.
It is important to be assertive, sticking up for yourself and also for other children, particularly
if they are younger or smaller. It is not always easy, and it may mean speaking up when you
are afraid. Even if you feel like you are tattling, you may need to get an adult to help you.

Do the assertive and the assertor in turn with your child and role-play
role
the situations
described below. Make sure that children have a chance to be both Assertor
Assert and Aggressor.
Aggressor: You are a bully trying to get the other person’s snack.
Assertor: You try to stop the bully without being rude or angry.
Aggressor: You say something mean about the other child’s family.
Assertor: You respond calmly and firmly,
firmly, saying how you feel without getting angry.
Aggressor: You call the other child "stupid," because he is having trouble in school.
Assertor: You say how name-calling
name calling makes you feel without getting into an argument.
Aggressor: You make faces to annoy the other child.
Assertor: You say something to stop this behavior, and if it continues, you ignore it.
Aggressor: You tease the other child about his/her haircut.
Assertor: You tell the teaser that you don’t like being teased in a calm, but firm voice.
Aggressor:
ressor: You broke a toy, but you lie and say the other child did it.
Assertor: You tell the other child how you feel about the situation without getting angry.
Aggressor: You cut into line at the movies in front of the other child.
Assertor: You say that cutting in line is breaking the rules. Then you decide on the best
solution to the problem without arguing or fighting.
EVALUATION OF THE PRACTICE:
We can use three simple indicators to evaluate if practices about prosocial skills have
impacted on children. The development of pro-social
pro social skills can be viewed as a three-part
three
process:
- First, in the recognition step, a child must be able to determine if someone needs
help.
- Second, the child must decide whether to help or not to act.
- Third, a child must act by selecting and performing an appropriate behavior for that
situation.

EXAMPLES OF SKILLS LEARNED TO SOLVE PROBLEM BEHAVIOURS
Skills learned
Use please and thank you
Demanding — “give me”
How to share
How to deal with angry feelings. Say I am sorry.
Accept no as an answer
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Problem Behaviours
Screaming when he/she cannot reach something
he/she wants
Demanding — “give me”
Yelling — “that’s mine”
Hurting someone. Out of control yelling
Interrupting or insisting on doing it now

COMMENTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION:
Homework has been shown to have a positive effect on a student’s academic performance.
Homework allows children the opportunity to use social skills as situations arise in natural,
rather than in artificial, settings and is also an excellent way to involve parents in social skills
instruction and to foster home-school
home
collaboration.
Social skills homework is appropriate when it is a planned extension of classwork and is
evaluated by teachers, students, and parents.

OTHER USEFUL RESOURCES (ex. links where you can find more information on the given
topic):
https://www.parentingscience.com/social
https://www.parentingscience.com/social-skills-activities.html
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http://www.parenthelpline.org/Global
http://www.parenthelpline.org/Global-PDFs/Skill-Time-Booklet
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ROUND TABLE WITH ... PARENTS AND GUARDIANS ON POSITIVE PARENTING
AREA (OBJECTIVES):
agents
1. Encourage cooperation between the various educational agents;
2. Encourage group reflection and self-reflection
self reflection on attitudes and behaviours of children /
students and parents / guardians;
guardians
3. Contribute to improving the school - family relationship;
4. Collaborate in the convergence of basic education principles to Basic Education;
Education
5. Know and train
rain strategies to deal with children's inappropriate behaviour;
behaviour
6. Realize the importance of educating positively and knowing the strategies so that this is
possible;
7. Enable peer discussion.
discussion
TARGET GROUP:
Parents and caregivers of students attending Primary school.
TIMELINE IMPLEMENTATION:
1st term – November (for parents /guardians of the 1st and 2nd grades)
2nd term – April (for parents / guardians of the 3rd and 4th grades)
METHODOLOGY / TECHNIQUES:
TECHNIQUES
Work session conducted by the Psychologist of the Group, composed of two parts:
I Part – Presentation of the theme/topic;
theme/topic
II Part – Discussion and sharing of experiences/practices .
Working mode: Collective work / Team work
RESOURCES:
•
•
•
•

Auditorium (for holding the session);
session)
Computer;
Videoprojector;
Power Point Presentation.
Presentation

DESCRIPTION:
For each of the sessions, we send an invitation to all the parents / guardians of the pupils
who attend the respective grades/school years in the School.. We use the schoolbook as a
communication vehicle to invite parents.

I Part:
• Presentation of participants
• Explanation of the topic through a Power Point presentation (under the responsibility of
the psychologist)
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Organization of each session according to the target audience and the theme to be
addressed: "Positive parenting".

Part II:
• Dialogue with parents and debate on the theme;
• Individual response/care/support to the parents/caregivers who have specific situations
and who need personalized treatment.
EVALUATION OF THE PRACTICE:
Direct observation (participation and interest of parents / guardians);
Number of participants.

OTHER IMPORTANTE RESOURCES (links, etc.):
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The enclosed Power Point – also as additional document to the ToolKit – Annex no. 3
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COMMENTS FROM PSYCHOLOGISTS AFTER IMPLEMENTATION OF
ACTIVITIES
After completing the tasks in schools, we asked psychologists involved in the project for feedback on
completed activities and their impact on students.
studen Below
ow are some of their statements:
“The
The exercises included in the ToolKit were very helpful. Most of the exercises were not difficult to
carry out, did not take too much time and did not require the preparation of additional materials.
However, there were also those that required more space and consumed more time, such as "Desert
island", "Common heads", "Group class".”
class".
“Students are more aware of their strengths and weaknesses, they communicate better, work better
together, understand their emotions and
and know how to deal with them, they can relax.”
relax
“Students willingly participated in the proposed exercises. They felt joy and satisfaction with what
they do. They were active, creative and willing to cooperate.”
“Difficulty in focusing attention among students, big restlessness in movement. In one exercise
(Desert Island), there is a lack of writing skills of children at this age, no word understanding e.g.
solidarity.”
“Improving in focusing attention, developing skills, ability to relax and rest (mindfulness),
cooperation among students.”
“Students were willing and curious. Very psychomotorally active.”
“After
After all, the project is too short26 for me to notice changes in class dynamics. This class needs a
long process to show positive changes in class
cl behaviour.”
“Students
Students responded very well to most of proposed activities, but there were a few students who
didn't like working in groups. (They always complain regardless of the activity)”
“The
The group in which I implemented the project consists of children
children who have specific learning
difficulties, there are several children with autism. A desert island in the group caused a "storm".
There were a lot of emotions, children were arguing about which idea is better. For this group
activities should be implemented
nted within one workshop!”

26

Period of implemetation of Activities in this class took 4 months
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“During
During the piloting process, cooperation with parents was helpful. Students whose parents are
involved in school life are more likely to achieve better learning results, have better social skills,
behave better and, above all, do
o not miss classes, regularly attend school.”
school.
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